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Planning for our World Brahman Congress, May 16-21 next year is gaining pace with our website and registration bookings launched on October 1.

Sponsorship opportunities along with Stud Show and Commercial Cattle Show and Sale schedules will also launch around the same time.

We will also be holding an official members launch on Sunday October 4 prior to the Rockhampton Brahman Week semen auction.

Conference and Event specialist Jackie Kyte has joined our team as an Event Co-ordinator. She joins Michael Lawton who is helping with the Trade Show and Sponsorship co-ordination.

Jackie will be manning a World Congress information desk at Gracemere during Brahman Week.

We are appealing to members to give the Congress wholehearted support.

It represents a unique opportunity in the history of the Brahman breed to focus our promotion and marketing on the challenges of the beef industry in the future in both an international and domestic context.

Cattle prices have not been better and all indications are that they will be sustained for the foreseeable future.

The areas still experiencing prolonged drought reinforce the need for highly adapted genetics.

As well as high levels of adaption and survival the beef industry of the future will require improved productivity and product quality traits which the Brahman breed is best placed to deliver.

The Congress programme provides a platform for the breed and individual members to showcase their cattle and demonstrate we have the genetic solutions to improving beef industry productivity not only in Australia but internationally wherever adapted genetics are needed.
Unfortunately since my last paragraph it has remained dry in a lot of areas in western Qld. The cattle market however is really roaring along. The cattle market has brought a lot of relief to a lot of people.

The Gympie female sale had a solid result with the lead of the females meeting strong demand although there were patches that were a little harder.

The BIN project continues to roll on with the bullocks killing similar to last year. The financial reward with the increased cattle market has been an advantage to the cash flow of the ABBA considering the decrease in calf recording and registrations in the last few years.

The genomic data being generated out of the BIN project will strengthen the breed’s position in the industry moving forward. The ABBA has also purchased the Brahman steers out of the Northern Fertility Project from the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries Spyglass research herd. The first lot of bullocks have been killed and again samples taken for scientific analysis. The bullocks averaged 300kg dressed and had a return of $1475.62. Their average daily weight gain for 116 days was 1.4 kg. The genomic data coming out of these projects can only be a huge advantage for the Brahman breed moving forward.

I personally would like to thank Eric Simon and his family for taking the No 5 BIN steers on agistment to back ground them for next year, it’s Eric’s personal interest in the data coming out of the projects that motivated him to find room for our steers.

The preparation for our World Congress is well under way with property tours, conferences, trade show, prime and stud cattle shows, camp-drafting and working dog displays all being organised.

The sponsorhip is moving along well, but there is still more needed with trade sites still available. I encourage members to think about how they would like to be involved, look for that special calf or a line of prime cattle or have a trade site to display their stud. It’s a chance to promote your business to the industry with in Australia and the rest of the world.

The World Congress only comes around every 16 or so years, so it’s a privilege to be President for this great event. If anyone has any ideas or wants to inquire about sponsorship or a trade site please contact John.

There will be a website for the Congress up and running soon which will display everything you need to know. It will have everything about the events, sponsorships, entertainment, and ticketing.

The Rockhampton Brahman Week online catalogue is now on the ABBA website and the preparation of the bulls well underway. I would like to wish everyone the best of luck with their bulls.

Shane Bishop
Whitaker bulls on top in Brisbane

Grey and red bulls from Mundubbera’s Whitaker stud stole the limelight at the 2015 Royal Queensland Show in August, taking out the senior and grand bull championship and the reserve senior bull championship.

The diverse and high quality Brisbane showing of 47 head from 24 studs was judged by Shane Bishop, Garglen, Gympie, assisted by associate judge Amy Harch, Danarla, Wooroolin.

They selected Whitaker Mr Where’d He as the winner of the 30-42 months bull class before graduating the grey all the way to the senior and grand bull championship. The three-year-old bull also stood up strongly in the interbreed bull judging, placing in the top four.
Whitaker bulls on top in Brisbane

His exhibitors Clint and Robyn Whitaker said the Mr Where’d He’s strange name came from the fact that he wasn’t chosen for the show team or broken in until he was two years of age, prompting the question: “where did he come from?”

Whitaker Mr Where’d He is by Eureka Creek Marksman and out of Whitaker Miss 154 who is by Carinya M First Impression. The size and mobility of the 1064kg three-year-old bull impressed the judges, as did his scan results which showed a 140 sq cm eye muscle area, 13mm of rib fat and 8mm of P8 fat.

His other wins for the year were the senior bull championship at Mundubbera and a class win at Beef Australia 2015.

Robyn Whitaker said the champion has been catalogued for sale as Lot 49 at the Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale in October.

The reserve senior bull championship was awarded to red stablemate and 30-42 months class runner-up Whitaker Mr E’vo, who backed up his performance as the 2014 Brisbane reserve junior champion bull.
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Mr E’vo has had a successful show year in 2015, being the supreme beef exhibit at Proston and Gayndah, the champion Tropical Breeds bull at Gin Gin and Bell and the senior and grand champion Brahman bull at Toowoomba. The January-2013 drop son of Topline Absolute Mirror Manso weighed 1000kg, with an eye muscle area of 143 sq cm. He will also sell at Brahman Week, as Lot 782.

The junior bull championship was presented to the 18-20 months class winner Raglan Couper 2036, who was the calf champion male at Beef Australia 2015 in May. He weighed in at 792kg at 18 months of age, with a daily weight gain of 1.41kg. The JDH Carson De Manso 834/7 (imp) son, who is out of the Brahrock Details cow Raglan Miss 1115, was exhibited by Andrew and Roxanne Olive, Raglan stud, Raglan Station, Raglan.

Raglan had a very successful outing in Brisbane, collecting a swag of awards including the senior and grand female championship with Raglan Valencia. Valencia is by JDH Sir Tobe Manso (imp) and won the 30-48 months female class before claiming the broad ribbon.

The Olives also took home the reserve junior heifer championship for Raglan Miss Ciana 2028 who, like Raglan Couper, is one of the first calves in Australia by JDH Carson De Manso (imp). Miss Ciana placed second in the 18-20 months class in Brisbane and followed up on her win as the reserve female calf champion at Beef Australia 2015.
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The judges awarded the junior heifer championship to the winner of the 18-20 months class Loma Edna, from Norm Tranberg’s Loma stud, Allora. She is a grey daughter of Lancefield A Newyork and is out of a cow by Elrose Dividend.

Crinum Miss Edwina collected the reserve senior female championship for her delighted owners John, Cheryl and Terry Randell, Crinum, Tieri. Miss Edwina was the 30-48 months class runner-up to Raglan Valencia, and is a daughter of Lancefield Malibu Manso. Her win follows 2014 success as the junior champion female at the Sydney Brahman Feature Show.

Dean Rasmussen, Droonoodoo, Kingaroy, paraded the reserve junior champion bull, 776kg Droonoodoo Collateral, who was runner-up to the eventual champion in the 18-20 months class. Collateral placed second in his class at Beef Australia 2015 and is by FBC A Milton Manso and out of the Lancefield Signature cow Droonoodoo Miss Signet 344.

Whitaker dominated the group classes, collecting the blue ribbons for the Pair of Bulls, Breeder’s Group and Progeny Stakes Group. The Pair of Females class was won by cows from Raglan stud.
27 HIGH PERFORMANCE FB BULLS

RBWS: Day 1 Lots 277-279
Day 2 Lots 387-410
OFFERING 1ST SONS FROM HAWK & TRAMPAS

LOT 389 - S: RINGO
LOT 390 (POLL) - S: ECHO
LOT 391 - S: HAWK
LOT 405 - S: TRAMPAS
$15,500 high for Mountain Springs at Gympie

A polled red heifer from Mountain Springs stud secured sale honours at the 2015 Gympie Brahman Female Sale, held on 6 June.

Mountain Springs Georgia was offered by Eugene and Jessica Mollenhagen and Sons, Mountain Springs, Mt Perry and was snapped by Gunthorpe Cattle Co, Tarramba stud, Banana for $15,500. The unjoined daughter of Tartrus Redmount is out of Garglen Rena, who topped the 2012 Gympie Female Sale at $11,000.

Geoff and Gladys Angel, Glengarry, Kunwarara paid $10,000 for the highest priced grey heifer Brahrock Miss Kirk Elmo. She is an unjoined daughter of Carinya Kirkwood and is out of the JDH Mr Elmo Manso (imp) daughter Brahrock Miss Elmo Empress.
Alta’s Brahman Line-Up

**Alta Calton**  
011BR01003 | Reg.# 919216  
Calton (JDH Mr. Elliot Manso 761/2) x JDH Sir Marri Manso  
▲ Early maturing bull with great growth and smooth muscled.  
▲ Great sheath length and direction, functional for extensive conditions.

**Alta Westin**  
011BR01004 | Reg.# 933435  
JDH Westin Manso 80/1 x JDH Sir Marri Manso  
▲ Sire is in top 1% for weaning, yearling, and carcass weight.  
▲ Maternal grand dam was the most prolific IVF donor in the program of the breeder; Dalton Pastore, Brazil.

**Can. Commander S**  
011BR01005 | Reg.# 927014  
Mr. V8139/7 (P) x Mr. V8 901/4

**Can. General P**  
011RR01006 | Reg.# 927017  
Mr. Canadian Emperor (P) x  
BDT Mr Bozo Manson 276

*Exciting new polled genetics coming soon!*

For more information, contact:  
Tony Simpson 0427 341 458  
Adrianna Pott (qld) 0407 931 826  
www.altagenetics.com
Her vendors, Royce and Beryl Sommerfeld, Brahrock, Maryborough also secured the third best price of $9000 for Brahrock Miss Elmo Escamila S. The unjoined JDH Mr Elmo Manso (imp) daughter will take up residence in the Kelly family’s Bulloak stud, Bowen.

Geoff and Gladys Angel purchased three head, their selections including $3500 Brahrock Miss Atlas Elmo, by the import JDH Atlas Manso 328/3, and $3250 Warraka Shannay, a polled red Fern Hills Kingston daughter offered by Bill and Sue Blakeney, Warraka stud, Coondoo.

Overall the annual sale, which is organised by the South Queensland Branch of the ABBA, cleared 46 females for $3027 average.

Paul and Donna Taylor, TMB stud, Paulonna, Goomeri, sold the highest priced joined female, TMB Lady Sun Manso. The fully
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imported blood daughter of FBC D Mr Arnie Manso was in calf to PBF Ashton. She was knocked down for $7000 to Les and Felicity Rockemer, Gigoomgan stud, Brooweena. The Rockemers also paid $4500 for TMB Lady Trish Manso, an unjoined Lancefield Signature daughter with impressive Breedplan figures.

TMB achieved the best sale average of $6000 for three head, the prefix’s draft also featuring $6500 TMB Lady Nancy Manso, an unjoined heifer by homebred sire TMB Major De Manso. She was purchased by G. and J. Vella, Bald Hills, Marlborough.

Bill and Sue Blakeney paid $6000 for Brahrock Miss Luigi Marri, an unjoined heifer by JDH Sir Luigi Manso and out of a JDH Sir Marri Manso (imp) female.

Fairy Springs Crystal was the best seller from Joseph and Felicity Streeter’s Fairy Springs stud, Woodine, Taroom, going for $4500 to Sam Graham, Halifax stud, Biloela. The polled daughter of Fairy Springs Rio Grand had been AI’d to Cherokee Sad One.

Warraka Hallie, a joined polled red daughter of Fern Hills Kingston, sold for $3250 to Ashley Gardiner, Banarra stud, Church Point, NSW. The JA Crown Partnership, Doogalook, Meandarra, paid the same amount for the unjoined Carinya Kirkwood heifer Brahrock Miss Kirk Prophet 52.

Bulk buyers included NSW’s David and Luke Allen, Springhaven stud, Spring Grove, who invested in four new breeders, paying a top of $3000 for Watalgan Chrissie, a polled red from Lindsay McLean’s Watalgan stud, Biloela. Darren and Jacqui Castle also selected four head for their Bar Boot stud, Kumbia.

Geoff and Gladys Angel invested in three heifers at $5250 average and bought a further three in partnership with son Scott, paying up to $3500. Three females each sold to Allan Ford, Cedar Lane Brahmans, Cedar Pocket and local buyers B. and M. Ramsey, Glastonbury.

Mt Larcom district members, Gary Hiette, Barambah Brahman stud, Darts Creek and Ken Schultz, Hillview Brahman stud, Mt Larcom attended the sale.

CORRECTION

The Sydney Royal Show Report printed in the March issue contained incorrect information regarding the Grand Champion Male.

The Junior and Grand Champion bull was in fact Langley Dale Eric exhibited by Hayley Ellis, Buckaroo Brahman stud, Scone.
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Identify the Difference
October 1 is the key date to keep front of mind for those who want to be a part of the unmissable 18th World Brahman Congress. This stellar international event will be held in Rockhampton from May 16 to 21, 2016 and is a huge coup for the Beef Capital of Australia and the Australian Brahman Breeders Association (ABBA). Key details such as earlybird registrations, stud and commercial cattle show schedules, sponsorship opportunities and bookings for the trade show and Brahman Compound will all become available from October 1.

Rockhampton was proud to host the 1st World Brahman Congress in 1983 and the 11th Congress in 2002, and the ABBA is pulling out all stops to ensure the success of the 2016 event.

ABBA general manager John Croaker said planning was well underway and the association was looking forward to crafting a truly memorable experience for exhibitors and guests.

“We are expecting a good mix of international and national visitors and anticipate that around 500 delegates will attend the major functions and several thousand will attend the show days and trade fair,” Mr Croaker said.

The Robert Schwarten Pavilion at Rockhampton Showgrounds will be the hub for most of the cattle and social activities over the six days.

The 2016 action kicks off on Monday, May 16 with the option of stud tours to either Raglan and Glengarry or Lancefield and FBC. Visitors will be officially recognised that evening at a Welcome Cocktail Function sponsored by Rockhampton Regional Council.

On Tuesday, May 17, delegates can enjoy a tour of Alan and Jennifer Acton’s Fitzroy Vale Station, Rockhampton. As well as the property tour there will be a helicopter mustering demonstration and informative talks on the domestic and export markets for Brahman cattle. After morning tea on site, delegates have the choice of two tours. Option one is a fast cat trip to Great Keppel Island, including an on-board lunch and coral viewing from a glass bottomed boat. Option two is a tour of the AI collection centres Beef Breeding Services and Rocky Repro.

Day two will conclude with led steer judging followed by a barbecue dinner.

Mr Croaker said the led cattle contest would comprise a hoof and hook section, with the overall winner to be announced at the Gala Farewell Dinner on Saturday, May 21.

CQLX at Gracemere will be the venue for the Elders-sponsored Commercial Cattle Show and Sale on Wednesday, May 18. Beef producers will have the opportunity to showcase their best cattle at the event which will feature grain fed and grass fed classes for domestic and export market categories.

Wednesday’s program also features a visit to Paradise Lagoons for lunch and to be entertained by campdraft and working dog demonstrations. The evening agenda is free, allowing visitors time to catch up with friends or simply relax.

Thursday’s Technical Conference is themed around “Opportunities for Brahman Cattle in an Changing World”. Mr Croaker said factors such as increasing urbanisation, a growing global population and greater seasonal variability were pushing beef production into tropical and more marginal areas that required highly adapted cattle to be viable.

“We’ll be sharing some of the research by the Beef CRC in Australia, the BIN Project, and talking about opportunities for Brahman in this changing global landscape,” he said.

The World Congress Led Heifer Sale will be another highlight on Thursday, followed by a Congress Dinner. Thursday also marks the start of the three-day Trade Show which will present a broad range of rural and lifestyle products as well as showcasing leading studs in the Brahman Compound.

Females are in the spotlight on Friday, May 20, as part of the prestigious Stud Female Show which is expected to attract a large number of high quality entries. On Friday evening visitors will have the chance to invest in elite breeding stock at the NCC Global Genetics Brahman Sale to be held in the NCC Sale Pavilion at the Showgrounds.

The bulls have their chance to shine on Saturday, May 21 at the Stud Bull Show sponsored by Landmark. No doubt there will be mixed emotions as the six day bonanza comes to an end on Saturday evening, marked by a Gala Farewell Dinner.
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VENDORS CHOICE
BREMER VALE L GO HARD MANSO 335/3
S: JDH LIBERATION 79/1 (H)
D: EL JA MISS KRISY 4256 (H)

157
BREMER VALE L SHOWTIME MANSO 329/3

158
BREMER VALE ULTIMATE POWER 355/3

159
BREMER VALE ULTIMATE EDITION 359/3

160
BREMER VALE LIMITED EDITION 358/3

Selling Monday
The impressive polled red bull Doonside Taser silenced the opposition to take out the senior and grand champion bull award and Brahman breed championship at the 2015 Rockhampton Show on June 12.

The quality 46 head lineup, somewhat diminished in number due to May’s Beef Australia event, was judged by Dennis Bourke, Burradoo Brahmans, Meandarra.

Doonside Taser was paraded by Bill and Kaye Geddes, Doonside, Milman and placed first in the 24 to under 30 months class. He is a son of Kenrol Mr HJ Ray and out of Topline Miss Faithful.

The reserve senior bull championship was awarded to another red son of Kenrol Mr Reds impress at 2015 Rockhampton Show
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"Pre Sale Inspection Of Our Cattle Welcome Anytime"
HJ Ray, Kenrol Gordian Manso 2690, winner of the 21-24 months class. He is from Kenrol Georgeena Manso and was shown by Ken and Wendy Cole and family, Kenrol stud, Matcham, Gracemere.

Darren and Sue Kent, Ooline stud, Wilden, Goovigen were thrilled to claim the junior bull championship with Ooline Manuel. He is by the South African blood NCC Shaka (imp ET) and placed first in the 15-17 months class.

Another rising star was Glengarry Mr Hollywood who claimed the reserve junior bull championship after taking the blue ribbon in the 19-21 months class. The fully homebred bull, who is by Glengarry Crackerjack and out of Glengarry Impelling.
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Reds impress at 2015 Rockhampton Show

1463, was paraded by Geoff and Scott Angel, Glengarry, Kunwarara.

The Angel family also claimed the male calf championship with Glengarry G Back Two Basics, a February 2014-drop son of Maru Javas Manso, out of Glengarry G Caitlin 1892.

The reserve male calf championship went to Back Two Basic’s 12-15 months class runner-up Palmvale Tim Bob, shown by Kearin, Beth and Remy Streeter. Tim Bob is by Samari Plains Lance and capped a successful day for the red breeders. The Streeters also exhibited the champion female calf Palmvale...
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Reds impress at 2015 Rockhampton Show

Bonita and the reserve champion female calf, Palmvale Miss UK Pablo. They were by Jomanda Walker and Kandoona Ukraine respectively, and both out of homebred cows.

Reds proved popular throughout the day with the judges, who awarded the senior and grand female championship to the well-performed Crinum Miss Red Ruby, who backed up her identical win at Beef Australia 2015.

She was paraded by John, Cheryl and Terry Randall, Crinum, Tieri and is by deceased sire Crinum Deakin Red Manso and out of the Tartrus Redmount daughter Crinum Red Ruby. The prefix also collected the reserve senior female championship with...
OFFERING 3 BULLS AT ROCKHAMPTON BRAHMAN WEEK - LOTS 582, 583 & 584

Lot 582 - Cleethorpes Warrior (AI)
S: Mr JH 2000.com 10/0

Lot 583 - Cleethorpes Ranger (H)
S: FBC Colosso 235/1 (IMP) (ET) (SAF)

Lot 584 - Cleethorpes Jackson (H)
S: NCC Rabbi (AI) (ET) (P)

OFFERING 6 BULLS AT GOLD CITY - 3 POLLED, 1 SCURRED & 2 HORNED - LOTS 26-31

Lot 27 - Cleethorpes Wentworth (P)
S: FBC Colosso 235/1 (IMP) (ET) (SAF)

Lot 28 - Cleethorpes Duke (S)
S: NCC Rabbi (AI) (ET) (P)

Lot 29 - Cleethorpes Jackson (H)
S: NCC Rabbi (AI) (ET) (P)

All Visitors and Enquiries Welcome

RULE FAMILY
71225 BRUCE HIGHWAY, MARLBOROUGH Q 4705

Racheal 0439 566 352
Scott 0448 566 354
Michael 0418 336 194

Email: cleethorpesbrahmons@gmail.com
Facebook.com/Cleethorpes Red Brahmans
Hugh Nivison to lead ABRI

The Agricultural Business Research Institute (ABRI) has appointed one of Australia’s most innovative livestock producers to take over the reins as Managing Director from October 1, 2015. Hugh Nivison runs “Mirani” at Walcha, which is recognised as a leading progressive Merino stud and commercial Angus cattle enterprise. The announcement was made by Mr Ian Locke as Chairman of the ABRI Board.

Hugh graduated in Veterinary Science in 1986 and is Adjunct Associate Professor in the School of Veterinary Science at the University of Queensland. He has a high level of corporate experience as a Director of Australian Wool Innovation, a board member of the Australian Sheep Industry Co-operative Research Centre, Chairman of UNE Rural Properties, Director and CEO of Australasian Rural Investments Pty Ltd and he is currently Chairman of Australian Farmers Fighting Fund (AFFF). The latter organisation was formed by Australian farmers in their fight against unfair and unwarranted barriers to the development of sustainable farming practices. He will be strongly encouraged by ABRI to retain this role.

The ABRI, now in its 45th year, is an iconic agricultural information company based in Armidale, NSW and providing livestock services into 20 countries around the world. It is well known for its work in commercialising BREEDPLAN technology for beef cattle selection, its Dairy Express herd recording service, the ILRIC certification of beef cattle for export to overseas countries, its HerdMASTER herd management software and internet information systems for livestock industries. Mr Locke praised the work of Alex McDonald who has been ABRI’s MD since mid-2014. He has positioned the company for a new period of growth that is coming on line now including web based information services, a genomic focus to livestock selection, more emphasis on services to sheep breeding, futuristic offerings into the equine industry, more international consulting and development of ‘big data’ services through working collaboratively with research groups such as UNE, CSIRO and MLA. Mr Locke says that Hugh has the livestock management experience to ensure that these developments will be geared to satisfying grass roots needs.

Mr Nivison is excited about the opportunities for ABRI at regional, national and international levels. He looks forward to leading the company into a new period of innovation and service delivery that it will further enhance its fine reputation.
SELLING LATE BUT WELL WORTH THE WAIT
RBWS DAY 3 LOTS 861-864

LOT 861 **MOGUL DUBBO D222** (P)
S: WALLTON DOWNS THE THIRD WISH (P)

LOT 862 **MOGUL DODGE** (D)
S: MOGUL ZEEHAN Z201 (AI) (ET) (H)

LOT 863 **MOGUL DERRINGER** (D)
S: MOGUL ZEEHAN Z201 (AI) (ET) (H)

LOT 864 **MOGUL DAWSON** (D)
S: WALLTON DOWNS THE THIRD WISH (P)
It is well recognised that straight bred Brahman are an extremely important part of the northern beef industry but there is also tremendous benefits of using Brahman in well structured crossbreeding programs.

There is a really big potential for Brahman to lift the productivity and profits of beef herds through cross breeding. Crossing Brahman with the numerous varieties of British and European breeds, nevertheless requires planning and additional skills to maximise the benefits of crossbreeding.

CROSS BREEDING AND HETEROIS

A main benefit of crossbreeding is heterosis, that is hybrid vigour.

“The benefits of crossbreeding depend on the breeds used and the production environment.”

The greater the difference in the strain of cattle, the greater the hybrid vigour and potential benefits of crossbreeding. The maximum benefits of crossbreeding are achieved by the selection of acceptable dominant traits and not simply relying on species difference alone.

The advantages of crossbreeding include:

- higher conception rates
- higher percentage calf drops
- heavier calves at weaning
- earlier sexual maturity
- higher milk production
- increased longevity
- earlier conception in the breeding season.

OUTCROSSING OR BACKCROSSING

Despite the benefits of first cross cattle some beef enterprises consider backcrossing or outcrossing as an alternative to the first cross option to maximise the benefits of cross breeding and maintain a continuous breeding program. However indiscriminate crossbreeding using inferior stock gives poor results and reduced profits.

CROSS BREEDING SYSTEMS

Crossbreeding research has shown that first cross cattle (eg. BH x Hfd) perform well in the challenging pasture production systems. It has also been clearly demonstrated that F1 cattle perform extremely well in feedlots.

“Implementing a cross breeding program that is practical and profitable is extremely rewarding.”

TERMINAL SYSTEMS

All calves including female replacements are sold.

a) Two breed terminal system results in F1 progeny with maximum hybrid vigour but the potential of the crossbreed cow is not utilised (see Table 1).

b) Multi breed terminal system utilises crossbreed potential since the F1 females comprising of two breeds are mated to unrelated sires (eg. Charolais x Brahman mated to an Angus sire) (Table 1).

If straightbred females are not retained replacements, subsequently have to be outsourced, which raises questions regarding their availability. Sourcing suitable females can pose further problems (eg. price, type, health status etc.) Heifer replacements can be obtained through contacts with reputable breeders and it is worthwhile paying slightly above the market value to source high quality stock.

MANAGING THE SYSTEM

There are a number of options within terminal and rotation systems. The breeds used need to be compatible for beef characteristics such as maturity rates, market acceptability and the environment in which the beef enterprise has to operate.

LESSONS FROM THE PAST

Crossbreeding has taken many forms with different levels of interest and success. Important lessons include:

- The success or acceptance of Brahman in crossbreeding programs depends on the close co-operation and involvement of other breeds.
HELIFLITE – SUPPORTING RURAL AUSTRALIA SINCE 1977

• AUSTRALIA’S LONGEST SERVING ROBINSON DISTRIBUTOR SINCE 1977
• AUSTRALIA’S ONLY ROBINSON DISTRIBUTOR WITH 4 DEDICATED SPARE PARTS SUPPORT STAFF
• AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST INVENTORY OF ROBINSON HELICOPTERS
• AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST INVENTORY OF ROBINSON SPARE PARTS
• FULL-AUSTRALIAN NETWORK COVERAGE
• AUSTRALIA’S MOST EXPERIENCED AND LARGEST ROBINSON FACTORY TRAINED ENGINEERING STAFF

Wellcamp Stud
Selling at RBWS
First up on Tuesday - Lots 322-323

Well worth the look...

LOT 323
WELLCAMP GUNFIRE 088 (D)
S. LANCEFIELD BRANDT MANSO 4183/1 (AI) (ET) (K)
D. EL 1A J GABRIELLE MANSO (D)

Anthony & Kylee Curtis, “Scottland Downs” Lundavra QLD 4390 • Mobile: 0417 600 284 • Email: kylee.curtis@bigpond.com
There are mixed perceptions of beef producers regarding the complexity and management of crossbreeding programs.

It is essential to have well defined production aims and marketing objectives appropriate to the environment.

Recognise that the crossbreeding system is a balance between maximising productivity and the limitations imposed by management and farm infrastructure.

Better (not reduced) feed management skills will improve the chances of a successful cross-breeding program.

Selection of a system and its components will depend on individual preferences and market bias.

The supply of suitable replacements can be a major consideration as is the availability and price of superior bulls.

Some crossbreeding options are not compatible with definite market preferences.

There are a range of breed options that fully meet market and personal preferences, eg. Red Brahman - Hereford or Shorthorn, Limousin & Charolais.

Grey Brahman - Murray Grey, Angus or Charolais.

Crossbreeding programs are adaptable to artificial breeding technology.

In all instances, good records and stock identification are essential.

Indiscriminate breeding using inferior stock gives disappointing results.

Crossbreeding is not the answer to low nutrition or poor management.

Over the lifetime production of the stock it pays dividends to meet the higher costs of quality (that is structure and temperament) stock.

Crossbreeding frequently requires higher skills and greater not less attention to detail.

Brahmans, fortunately crossbreed consistently well with most breeds. It is a matter of evaluating the various options then setting some realistic management plans to reach your production targets.

TABLE 1: EXAMPLE OF CROSSBREEDING OPTIONS USING BRAHMANS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Vealers</td>
<td>2 breed terminal</td>
<td>BH</td>
<td>Angus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yearling</td>
<td>3 breed terminal</td>
<td>BH</td>
<td>FR x Hfd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steers</td>
<td>3 breed terminal</td>
<td>Charolais</td>
<td>Angus x BH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Yearlings</td>
<td>2 breed terminal</td>
<td>BH</td>
<td>Murry Grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steers</td>
<td>3 breed terminal</td>
<td>BH</td>
<td>Angus x Hfd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vealers</td>
<td>3 breed terminal</td>
<td>Angus</td>
<td>BH x MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Steers</td>
<td>3 breed terminal</td>
<td>Shorthorn</td>
<td>BH x Hfd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steers</td>
<td>2 breed terminal</td>
<td>BH</td>
<td>Hfd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Crossbreeding frequently requires higher skills and greater not less attention to detail.”

Hudgins Scholarship goes to James Kent

Hudgins Scholarship goes to James Kent

James Kent JK Brahman stud, “Wilden”, Goovigen is the successful Edgar Hudgins Memorial Scholarship candidate for 2015. He is pictured with selection panel members, Martin Pentecost, Ken Murphy and Russ Boodle.
Looking for a true beef sire with bone, lovely temperament and in a polled package!!

^Y3K KAKADU 4000 (P)
Sire: MT CALLAN KAKADU 109/10 (P)
Maternal brother to Wilarandy S Revolver

^Y3K ZULU WARRIOR (P)
Sire: MT CALLAN KAKADU 109/10 (P)
From the prolific Wilarandy S Dancing Queen female line

^Y3K MATADOR 4001 (S)
Sire: MT CALLAN KAKADU 109/10 (P)
Check out the powerful dam pedigree

RBWS LOT 634
Wilarandy Freemason 4079 (P)
Sire: MT CALLAN KAKADU 109/10 (P)
Quality beef sire from a fertile female line with great udders.
Brahman and brigalow pioneer Eric Nobbs leaves a larger than life legacy

With a lifetime that spanned close to a century, Central Queensland cattleman Eric Nobbs leaves behind a lasting and memorable legacy.

He will be fondly remembered as a pioneering grazier, far sighted beef producer, a loving family man, a community stalwart and a humble gentleman who lived life to the full.

Eric passed away on 21 May 2015, aged 97 years and nine months. He is survived by five children and their partners, 19 grandchildren, 11 great grandchildren and his youngest sister June Wheeler.

Words used to describe Eric at his well-attended Biloela Civic Centre funeral included: hero, a legend in his own lifetime, hard working, fair, determined, social and community minded.

However, as a humble and down to earth man it is unlikely Eric would have felt comfortable to hear such high praise being bandied around.

Eric was a World War I baby, born Phillip Eric Charles Nobbs on 6 August 1917. He was the second of six children born to Charles and Elsie Nobbs, Warrawee, Burra Burri, near Jandowae on the Darling Downs.

After leaving the Burra Burri school at 14, Eric worked on the family farm and secured his first job as a fencer at age 16. Legend has it that he put in 48 posts by hand augur on his first day, which set the benchmark for many years of grit and hard toil to follow.

In 1937, aged just 19, Eric drew the ballot block Burrawarra, near Moura, which he developed by hand clearing. On the side he earned money working alongside his good mate Laurie Russell, ring barking, fencing and building roads and yards. This income enabled the purchase of a small dairy herd at Gracemere and later a beef herd.

Eric’s spare time as a young man was spent at dances, playing Rugby League, swimming at Theodore Weir and rough riding at rodeos.

In 1941 he married Valmai Lewis and together they raised five children, Helen, Chas, Stewart, Linda and Roger, enjoying 61 years of marriage prior to Val’s passing in 2010.

Chas Nobbs said his father was always on the lookout for good country, particularly brigalow blocks.

“From Burrawarra he looked westward, and in 1951 he purchased a virgin block, Allambie, near Springsure,” Chas said.

The family’s home base, Lyndhurst at Biloela, was purchased in 1953 and was home to the noted Lyndhurst Brahman Stud which was registered in 1964 as stud number 127.

Over time, other blocks in the Bauhinia and Springsure districts were developed by the

Photo courtesy of Media Digital Marketing

Eric and Val with their family, from back left, Stewart, Helen, Roger, Linda and Chas.
SELLING LOTS 644 TO 655 AND LOTS 97, 98

RBWS 2015

LOT 97

NESLO 3794 CO ECLIPSE DE MANSO
POLLED

LOT 644

NESLO R 3800 RCE Geronimo
POLLED

LOT 647

NESLO 3857 CA BEAU DE MANSO
POLLED

Andy & Marg Olsen & Family  Ph 07 4627 4909  Fax 07 4627 4946  Mob 0427 054 150  Email neslobrahmans@bigpond.com
For more sale team photos visit us on the web www.neslo.com.au
family, leading to the formation of the Yandaburra Pastoral Company which now comprises 10 Central Qld properties.

“Dad was always focussed on the big picture,” Chas said.

He said developing the family properties had brought “many challenges, many adventures, a lot of hard work and a lot of learning along the way.”

Eric took great pride in selling bulls at the annual Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale since its inception and was a founding member of what is now the Moura Bull Sale. He was a Life Member of the Australian Brahman Breeders Association, Lions International, the Callide Valley Show Society, of which he was Patron, and the Thangool Race Club.

As well as selling successful stud animals, Eric was a committed commercial cattleman, collecting numerous awards at commercial shows and sales and in carcass competitions.

Quoted in The Brahman News in 2007, Eric said: “I’ve always tried to have good cattle and that’s one of the things that has helped us, whether in the commercial herd or stud. If you’re feeding a beast it may as well be a good one.”

A valued member of his local community, Eric generously donated the “Guess the Weight” steer to the Biloela Show for at least 40 years and often donated proceeds from the sale of some commercial cattle to charity.

Another passion was horse racing and Eric was a timekeeper at the Thangool Race Club up until his 90s as well as racing a number of Central Queensland winners over the years.

“He could run up the stairs of the judge’s stand faster than anyone,” said Stewart Nobbs.

Eric loved catching up with mates and was a long time attendee of the “Ekka” and other shows and beef expos.

This May this year, determined to attend Beef Australia 2015, he relented to the suggestion of using a wheelchair to get around and prudently forked out $25 for a second hand model from the Red Cross. However, true grit and determination saw the wheelchair shunned for most of the five day event, with only severe osteoarthritis causing a brief period where he allowed himself to be pushed around in comfort.

Eric truly believed he was bulletproof. In the 1990s he defied the odds by returning to horse riding after undergoing a major back operation which required 12 months recuperation in a back brace.

His daughter Linda Lynch said at age 93 her dad walked away from a serious accident that wrote off the truck he was travelling in.

“But it did not worry him, he was just cranky that they had to cut off his work boots,” she recalled.

“Nothing would stop him. His recovery from a horrific leg injury when he was kicked by a beast also showed his remarkable healing powers.”

But his life was not all hard work. Fun times included holidays to the United States, Japan and Fiji, cattleman’s tours with Stan Wallace to South East Asia and China, and bull buying trips to the US.

Roger Nobbs said nothing gave Eric more pleasure than welcoming a new grandchild or great grandchild to the Nobbs dynasty.

“He had a wonderful ability to connect with these little folk and make them feel very special,” Roger said.

In the last week of his life Eric was thrilled to attend the Biloela Show where he awarded his grandson Phillip the sash for champion bullock and watched his grandson Lawson ride time in the open bull ride.

His daughter Helen Shaw said her father’s life was “one big adventure”.

“He was always going forward, never looking back … his eyes were always focussed on the future,” she said.
SELLING RBWS 2015

Keep an eye out for our new website... coming soon!

Brett & Susan Kirk
Blackwood, Middlemount QLD 4746
P 07 4985 7010 • M 0427 128 174 • brett.kirk@bigpond.com

90 HAZELTON K JT 3905
91 HAZELTON B JIGSAW 3805 Selling 3/4 share full possession

94 HAZELTON B JACK DANIELS 3838
125 HAZELTON JUNGLE JUICE 3761
127 HAZELTON JABARU 3765
138 HAZELTON JICOB 3740

90 HAZELTON K JT 3905
91 HAZELTON B JIGSAW 3805 Selling 3/4 share full possession

94 HAZELTON B JACK DANIELS 3838
125 HAZELTON JUNGLE JUICE 3761
127 HAZELTON JABARU 3765
138 HAZELTON JICOB 3740

Keep an eye out for our new website... coming soon! ✨
More than 150 aspiring beef producers, aged from five to 25, participated in the highly popular and educational Junior Beef Show held at Rockhampton Showgrounds from June 30 to July 2.

The annual event, organised by the Australian Brahman Breeders Association, included a stimulating mix of hands on sessions covering everything from cattle judging and parading through to cooking competitions and animal husbandry.

ABBA general manager John Croaker said an interesting new component of the show was a Careers in Agriculture session facilitated by Barbara Bishop from Barbara Bishop and Associates. The panel discussion featured representatives from a broad mix of rural industries including custom fitter Tania Hartwig; lot feeder James Kent; Katie Crozier, project manager at Resource Consulting Services; and Teys Australia cattle buyer Ethan Mooney. Texan intern Holly Behrens, a Masters student in Agricultural Communications at Oklahoma University, US, also joined the discussion.

Other engaging activities were a new Rumps Around The World cooking contest and an Understanding MSA session organised by Leanne Creedon and MLA Master Butcher Kelly Payne.

Mrs Creedon said the cooking competition was designed to get young beef producers thinking about the end product, as well as trying out some new flavour sensations. She invited commercial cookery teachers Tim Wade and Adrian Newby from the CQ University to assist with the food preparation and to educate the participants on kitchen hygiene and cooking styles.

Mrs Creedon said cooking in a shed at the showgrounds using only barbecue equipment was a major challenge in
Quality Red Sires
SELLING DAY 3 LOTS 666 - 675 AT ROCKHAMPTON BRAHMAN WEEK SALE

S: Reldarah Kash (P)
D: Stockman Lady In Red (AI) (M)

S: Reldarah Kash (P)
D: Leducra Petana Maila 2697/7 (P)

S: Reldarah Emperor (P)
D: Bungoona Miss Dynamite 5325/35 (P)

S: Roseborough L Red Monte 64/2 (AI) (P)
D: Wilarandy S Miss Visa 5028 (AI) (ET) (M)

S: Reldarah Emperor (P)
D: Bungoona Miss Dynamite 5325/35 (P)

S: Fern Hills Pierre 1923 (AI) (P)
D: Reldarah Rhonda (P)

SELLING LOTS 189 - 196 AT ROMA TROPICAL BREEDS SALE - 23RD OCTOBER

HAYLEY & JUSTIN TITMARSH
"Kyilla" 3080 Yulbilla Road, Condamine QLD 4416
Phone: 07 4628 1153  Mobile: 0428 865 519
Email: jnhbrahmans@activ8.net.au

Reldarah
RED BRAHMANS
producing such a diverse menu. Dishes from around the world included Char Grilled Korean Beef, Sichuan Beef Noodle Salad, Cube Steak with Lime Mojo, Steak Chili Con Carne and Madras Beef Skewers.

While the logistics meant not each of the 153 children could take part in the cooking, the younger age groups were kept happily involved decorating the tables in colour-coded themes for each country represented.

“The end result was pretty amazing,” Mrs Creedon said.

“I’d like to thank Kelly Payne for his fantastic support over the past four years, because without him we would never have gotten this great event off the ground.

“Each year I also call on my two wonderful friends Georgie Mahar and Karen Kelly to help behind the scenes. Without them our event would not run as smoothly as it does.”
LOT 586  MUAN PACKER 4465 (P)  
S: NCC SKODA (IVF) (D)

LOT 593  MUAN A PILGRIM 4449 (P)  
S: TARTRUS MANNIX 6049 (P)

LOT 594  MUAN A PARAMOUNT 4504 (H)  
S: MUAN A IRONMAN (AI) (ET) (P)

LOT 596  MUAN A PHAROAH 4477 (P)  
S: MUAN A JACKPOT 2574 (AI) (ET) (P)

MUAN
RED BRAHMANS
SELLING ROCKHAMPTON
BRAHMAN WEEK SALE 2015
DAY TWO  LOTS 585 - 600
Youngsters beef up their experience in Rockhampton

Junior Beef Show attendees also got to hone their skills in real life junior judging and junior parading competitions which were overseen by Ben Adams, Dangarfield Santa Gertrudis stud, Taroom.

Lawson Camm, Cambil Brahman stud, Proserpine, adjudicated over the prime cattle judging which was held at CQLX, Gracemere.

At the end of an action packed three days, awards for the best and brightest aspiring cattlemen and women were presented at a gala dinner at the showgrounds.

The youngest champion was Pee Wee Zac Connor who earned overall victory in his age group by placing second in the prime and stud cattle judging and the junior parading contest.

The 8 to under-10 years champion Lara Coombe, Roxborough Brahman stud, Moura, came out on top in her age group by winning the prime and stud cattle judging and coming second in the junior parading.

Her sister, Georgie Coombe, took out the 10 to under-12 championship by placing first in the junior parading and second in the prime cattle judging.

The 12 to under-14 years championship went to regular competitor Bow Connor. He won the junior parading contest and placed third in the prime cattle judging.

Remy Streeter, Palmvale Red Brahman, Marlborough, placed first in the prime cattle judging and third in the junior parading to take out the 14 to under-16 years championship.

The senior age group championship, for those aged 16 to under-25, went to Simon Kinbacher who won the stud cattle judging, placed second in the junior parading and fourth in the prime cattle judging. The 16-year-old is from Garthowen Brahman stud at Biggenden and this year judged the prime cattle section at the Gayndah Show.

The ABBA thanks the major sponsors Rural Supplements and Allflex and all other sponsors for their generous support of the Junior Beef Show.

AGE GROUP CHAMPIONS:

Pee Wee: Zac Connor, 1; Tyler Hyden, 2; Robbie Wilson, 3; Elissa-Marie Bull, 4; Reba Pedwell, 5.

8-Under 10: Lara Coombe, 1; Gayle Parker, 2; Tim Connor, 3; Connor Leeson, 4; Lachlan Donahue, 5.

10-Under 12: Georgie Coombe, 1; Jessica Olsen, 2; Marshall Leeson, 3; Lucy Prentice, 4; Melissa Birch, 5.

12-Under 14: Bow Connor, 1; Benn Reid, 2; Cooper Brummel, 3; Isabella Hanson, 4; Sarah Olsen, 5.

14-Under 16: Remy Streeter, 1; Riley Connor, 2; Jordan Green, 3; Maddison Watson, 4; Brendan Jones, 5.

16-Under 25: Simon Kinbacher, 1; Sean Wright, 2; Leah Bull, 3; Cassidy Watson, 4; Annie Glasson, 5.

HERDSMAN’S AWARDS:

Sean Wright, 1; Brendan Jones, 2; Cassidy Watson, 3; Leah Bull, 4; Riley Connor, 5.
LOT 457 - RBWS DAY 2

CLUKAN CHECKMATE 266/4 (ET) (P)

Sire: Starbra Torpedo Manso (ET) (P)
- JDH Mr Boswick Manso (Imp US)
- MR V8 777/4 (Imp US) (ET)
- Brahrock Tux Dancing Lady 990 (ET) (P)

Dam: Clukan Diamond 224/2 (ET) (P)
- JME Mr Esto 28 (Imp US) (P)
- JDH Karu Manso 800 (Imp US)
- JDH Madison De Manso (Imp US) (ET)

Steve and Theresa Taylor
PO Box 18, Clukan 120 Tomlins Road, Jambin QLD 4702
Phone/Fax: 07 4996 5218 Email: clukan7@bigpond.com

Visit our updated website at www.clukan.com.au
They know both ends of a cow like the back of their hands, but young cattle producers were given some new perspectives on beef when CQUniversity Commercial Cookery teachers visited the Rockhampton Junior Beef Cattle Show.

More than 150 young participants from across Central Queensland enjoyed the “Rumps Around the World” cooking session with chefs Tim Wade and Adrian Newby at the Rockhampton Showgrounds on Tuesday, June 30.

Armed with Meat and Livestock Australia’s finest product, and a herd of basic BBQs, the participants were exposed to a huge range of recipes for beef, and cooking techniques for the best possible taste.

Mr Wade said it was a great opportunity to get young producers thinking about their end product, and how they could best cater to culinary demands.

“Australian beef is in demand around the world, so we prepared a menu that would encourage the students to think about different uses for beef around the world – and how each cooking process affects the meat differently,” he said.

The menu included Chargrilled Korean Beef, Sichuan Beef Noodle Salad, Cube Steak with Lime Mojo, Steak Chilli Con Carne and Madras Beef Skewers, and the chefs also passed on tips about hygiene, cooking styles and technology.

“The variety has really allowed the kids to see every cut has something to offer,” Mr Wade said.

Mt Larcom’s Kelsey Deguara was one participant who admitted she’d never cooked beef before, despite growing up on a cattle farm.

“Mum does all the cooking!” she laughed. “But I’m learning lots of recipes today that I’d never heard of, and it is good to know how the beef we grow gets used.”

Organiser Leanne Creedon said inviting the CQUniversity chefs to the annual event had been a “brainwave”.

“Kids today are getting a wider exposure to different foods, but on our properties a lot of them still need some encouragement to think past a steak on the BBQ”.

The day also included information from Meat and Livestock Australia’s master butcher Kelly Payne, and gave the participants a chance to compete in a cook-off at the end of the day.

Mr Wade said the busy day was a great community opportunity to inspire foodie passion in the next generation.

“If our next generation of beef producers can talk as confidently about what’s on the plate as what’s in the paddock, that’s a great thing for their industry, and for all beef-lovers!” he said.

Visit cqu.edu.au/study to explore your study options across Commercial Cookery, Kitchen Operations and Hospitality.
Introducing “RIO ROJO”
Scurred son of HK Polo 757

“Rio Rojo” is a proven herd sire with a world renown pedigree. He will add bone, body mass, beef, pigment and breed character while taking off the horns!

SEMEN AND/OR SEMEN INTEREST AVAILABLE FOR AUSTRALIA.

Les & Felicity Rockemer
1881 Brooweena-Woolooga Road, Brooweena QLD 4620
MOBILE 0438 517 823 PHONE 07 4129 9172
EMAIL: gigoomgan@bigpond.com

GIGOOMGAN BRAHMANS “Bred for Beef”

Rainman (H) LOT 527
Sire: Topline Absolute Mirror Manso 1510 (H)
Dam: Topline Miss Kaelee 1443 (IMP ET) (AI) (ET) (H)

Red King (H) LOT 528
Sire: NCC Bantu (IMP ET) (AI) (ET) (H)
Dam: Topline Miss Karisma 1251 (IMP ET) (AI) (ET) (H)

A touch of Africa at the...
Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale

Selling Tuesday

DINAH WEIL
hkattle@hkattle.com
Telephone: 0011-1-713-204-0995

T. CLARK MILLER
tclarkmiller@aol.com
Telephone: 0011-1-615-400-9919
Sponsor and Judge of the Prime Cattle Junior Judging, Lawson Geddes Couth Outi, Kunwarara presented the award for Champion Led Steer to exhibitor Marshall Leeson (right) and Reserve Champion Led Steer sponsored by Allflex to exhibitor Connor Leeson.

Sponsor Scott Angel, Glengarry Brahman stud, Kunwarara presented the award for Reserve Champion female won by Bulliac Ester to exhibitor Ben Reid.

Aaron Roberts presented the awards for Champion Led Commercial Female on the behalf of Bill and Kay Geddes, Doonside Brahman stud, Milman to exhibitor Henry Pearce and Reserve Champion Led Commercial Female on behalf of John and Catherine Hicks to Marshall Leeson.

Rory Fenech exhibited FBC Jess Manso 051 which won Junior Champion Female and is pictured with the award sponsored by the Kinnon Family, Bungoona Brahman stud, Clermont.

Julie McCamley, Palmal Brahman, Dingo presented the award for Calf Champion Bull won by Oaklands Hollywood to exhibitor Grady Hanson (right) and the award for Reserve Calf Champion Bull sponsored by Hazelton Brahman stud and won by Connor JD Hogg to exhibitor Riley Connor.

Sponsor Beth Streeter, Palmvale Brahman, Marlborough presented the award for Calf Champion Female won by Glenlands Truth to exhibitor Brendan Jones and the award for Reserve Calf Champion heifer sponsored by Lee and Gillian Collins, Wandilla Brahman stud, Marlborough and won by Doonside Transister to exhibitor Ben McLean.
BEEF COUNTRY BRAHMAN BULL SALE
Friday, 13th November 2015 at 11am
NEBO UNDERCOVER ARENA

Buy local bulls presented by some of Central Qld’s leading studs
Already acclimatised and ready to work

48 BULLS

★ VENDORS ★
Akama
Blue Water Hills
Crinum
Hamdenvale
Hazelton
Lindley Park
Viva

Vendors would like to invite all sale attendees to stay after the sale for a BBQ and refreshments

All bulls evaluated and semen tested
FREE DELIVERIES WITHIN A 250KM RADIUS TO A DESIGNATED SALEYARD*

LANDMARK
MACKAY - 4952 4377

Elders
CLERMONT - 4983 1388

MAJOR SPONSOR

SPONSORS

Rabobank
2015 Junior Beef Presentations

Nikita Williams presented the award sponsored by Rural Supplements for the Prime Cattle Junior Judging 8 and under 10 years age group are from left Lara Coombe (first), Gayle Parker (fifth), Connor Leeson (third), Tim Connor (second), Tyson Pedwell (fourth).

Sponsor Rob Donoghue, Barranga Grazing presented the awards for the Prime Cattle Junior Judging 10 years and under 12 years age group are from left Marshall Leeson (first), Georgie Coombe (second), Sam Whitaker (third), Jessica Olsen (fourth), Lachlan Curtis (fifth).

Nikita Williams presented the awards sponsored by Rowanlea Cattle Co for the Prime Cattle Junior Judging Pee Wee age group are from left Jackson Nobbs (fourth), Robbie Wilson (first), Zac Connor (second), Tyler Hyden (third), Elissa-Maree Bull (fifth).

Pictured with their awards sponsored by Pam MacGibbon, Bridge Creek Brahman stud for the Prime Cattle Junior Judging 16 years and under 25 years age group are from left Annie Glasson (first), Sean Wright (third), Simon Kinbacher (fourth), Amy Birch (fifth), Leah Bull (second).

Pictured with their awards sponsored by Colin and Denise Delahunty, Inland Brahmans for the Stud Cattle Junior Judging Pee Wee age group are from left Zac Connor (second), Jackson Nobbs (fourth), Tyler Hyden (third), Elissa-Maree Bull (fifth).

Nikita Williams presented the awards sponsored by Rural Supplements for the Stud Cattle Junior Judging 8 years and under 10 years age group are from left Lara Coombe (first), Connor Leeson (third), Gayle Parker (fifth), Tim Connor (second), Tyson Pedwell (fourth).

Pictured with awards sponsored by Sir Graham McCamley for the Prime Cattle Judging 12 years and Under 14 years age group are from left Sara Olsen (first), Isabella Hanson (second), Bow Connor (third), Charlie McQuade-Hall (fourth), Liam Richardson (fifth).

Pictured with awards sponsored by Sir Graham McCamley for the Prime Cattle Judging 14 years and Under 16 years age group are from left Remy Streeter (first), Riley Connor (second), Samantha Walker (third), Clayton Palbin (fourth), Maddison Watson (fifth).

Pictured with awards sponsored by Pam MacGibbon, Bridge Creek Brahman stud for the Prime Cattle Judging 16 years and under 25 years age group are from left Annie Glasson (first), Sean Wright (third), Simon Kinbacher (fourth), Amy Birch (fifth), Leah Bull (second).

Pictured with awards sponsored by Colin and Denise Delahunty, Inland Brahmans for the Stud Cattle Junior Judging Pee Wee age group are from left Zac Connor (second), Jackson Nobbs (fourth), Tyler Hyden (third), Elissa-Maree Bull (fifth).
Professional Genetic Services... Breeding Success!

Beef Breeding Services

- Licenced semen collection and processing for export, Australian and private sale
- Unlicenced semen processing for private use
- Our processing centre has a vet onsite at all times during semen collection and processing
- Local, national and international marketing of semen & embryos
- Bull Catalogue with semen from 40 breeds
- Liquid nitrogen
- Inseminator training
- Semen storage units for hire and sale
- Private semen and embryo storage & distribution
- AI programs – on property or at our Etna Creek facility
- Artificial insemination & embryo transfer equipment
- Export or import of semen and embryos

Australia’s most trusted Beef Breeding organisation servicing Australian & international clients

Semen Storage & Distribution Centres:

**ROCKHAMPTON**
25 Yeppoon Road
Parkhurst Qld 4702
Ph: 07 4936 4110
Fax: 07 4936 2008

**WACOL**
226 Grindle Road
Wacol Qld 4076
Ph: 07 3271 3297
Fax: 07 3271 3647

Etna Creek Collection Centre:

**ETNA CREEK**
863 Etna Creek Road
Etna Creek Qld 4702
Ph: 07 4934 2435
Fax: 07 4934 2450

Greg Fawcett
Operations Manager
0408 060 822

Dr Graham Stabler
Veterinary Operations
0428 776 258

Gordon McDonald
Semen Export Manager
0407 989 511

www.beefbreeding.com.au  admin@beefbreeding.com.au
2015 Junior Beef Presentations

Pictured with their awards for Stud Cattle Junior Judging 10 years and Under 12 years sponsored by R Kirk and Family, Yenda Brahmans stud are from left Jessica Olsen (first), Lachlan Curtis (second), Lucy Prentice (third), Marshall Leeson (fourth), Brodie Blomfield (fifth).

Nikita Williams presented the award sponsored by Rural Supplements for the Stud Cattle Junior Judging 14 years and Under 16 years age group are from left Jordan Green (first), Jamie Hartwell (second), Megan Kent (third), Blake Jackson (fourth), Nanci Wilson (fifth).

Doug Chippendale representing sponsor SBB presented the awards for Junior Parading Pee Wee age group are from left Zac Connor (second), Reba Pedwell (third), Tyler Hyden (first) Elissa-Maree Bull (fourth).

Leanne Creedon presented the awards sponsored by Clipex Fencing and Stockyards for the Junior Parading 10 years and Under 12 years age group are from left Georgie Coombe (first), Lucy Prentice (second), Henry Pearce (fourth), Marshall Leeson (third), Melissa Birch (fifth).

Nikita Williams presented the awards sponsored by Rural Supplements for the Junior Parading 8 years and under 10 years age group are from left Ben Howard (fifth), Connor Leeson (first), Lara Coombe (second), Gayle Parker (third), William Prentice (fourth).

Pictured with their awards for Stud Cattle Junior Judging 12 years and Under 14 years sponsored by Les and Olive Smith, Delta Grove Brahmans are from left Heidi Davison (first) Benn Reid (second), Jessica Pearce (third), Ben Parker (fourth), Isabella Hanson (fifth).

Pictured with their awards for Stud Cattle Junior Judging 16 years and 25 years sponsored KJ & CE Pearce are from left Simon Kinbacher (first), Cassie Delahunty (second), Billy Cornish (third), Annie Glasson (fourth), Cassidy Watson (fifth).

Pictured with awards for Junior Parading 12 years and Under 14 years age group sponsored by PJ’s Pet Barn are from left Bow Connor (first), Cooper Brummell (second), Benn Reid (third), Ben Parker (fourth), Rory Fenech (fifth).
POLLED (PP)

Glen Oak

RBWS LOT 463

Envy PP

RBWS LOT 466

Glen Oak

Mr Frodo PP

Sire of both:
Glen Oak
Mr Bo Jangles PP

RBWS 2011 $38,000

Poll & Horned Brahmans
The Hayden Family
07 4934 3234
Bruce Highway, Yaamba Qld 4704
Email: sue_hayden@hotmail.com
2015 Junior Beef Presentations

Ken Newton presented the award for Age Group Champion for the Pee Wee age group are from left Zac Connor (first), Tyler Hyden (second), Robbie Wilson (third), Elissa-Maree Bull (fourth), Reba Pedwell (fifth).

Darren Kent presented the award sponsored by Ooline Brahman stud for the Age Group Championship 10 years and Under 12 years age group pictured from left are Georgie Coombe (first), Jessica Olsen (second), Marshall Leeson (third), Lucy Prentice (fourth), Melissa Birch (fifth).

Nikita Williams presented the award sponsored by Rural Supplements for the Age Group Championship 8 years and Under 10 years age group pictured from left are Gayle Parker (second), Lara Coombe (first), Tim Connor (third) Connor Leeson (fourth), absent Lachlan Donoghue (fifth).

Tim Olive presented the award sponsored by Apis Creek Brahmans for the Age Group Championship 12 years and Under 14 years age group pictured from left are Bow Connor (first), Benn Reid (second), Cooper Brummell (third), Isabella Hanson (fourth), Sarah Olsen (fifth).

Nikita Williams presented the award sponsored by Rural Supplements for the Age Group Championship 14 years and Under 16 years age group pictured from left Remy Streeter (first), Riley Connor (second), Jordan Green (third), Maddison Watson (fourth), Brendan Jones (fifth).

Lara and Georgie Coombe presented the award sponsored by Roxborough Brahman stud for the Age Group Championship 16 years and Under 25 years age group pictured from left Simon Kinbacher (first), Leah Bull (third), Cassidy Watson (fourth), Annie Glasson (fifth), Sean Wright (second).
SELLING RBWS DAY 3
LOTS 761-762

RA & MJ KINBACHER
184 Pine Mountain Road, Biggenden QLD 4621 • Phone: 07 4129 9275 • Mobile: 0459 699 275 • Email: kinbacher@activ8.net.au
2015 Junior Beef Presentations

Ken Newton presented the Lucknow Brahman stud Award for the Age Group Champion Pee Wee age group to Zac Connor.

Wendy Cole presented the Kenrol Brahmons Award for the Age Group Champion 8 years and Under 10 years to Lara Coombe

Georgie Coombe holding the Ross Warner Memorial Shield presented to the Age Group Champion 10 years and Under 12 years sponsored by Clipex Fencing and Stockyards.

Terry Connor presented the Philip Bauman Memorial Shield to Bow Connor, 14 years and Under 16 years age group champion. Also pictured are Bow’s parents Georgie and Paul Connor.

Greg Fawcett presented the Beef Breeding Services Award for the Age Group Champion 14 years and Under to 16 years to Remy Streeter.

Julie & John D’Este presented the Bryan D’Este Memorial Shield for the Age Group Champion 16 years and Under 25 years to Simon Kinbacher.

Wendy Cole presented the Kenrol Brahmons Award for the Age Group Champion 8 years and Under 10 years to Lara Coombe

Graham Coben Memorial Trophy Herdsman Award winners are pictured from left Sean Wright (first), Brendan Jones (second), Cassidy Watson (third), Leah Bull (fourth), Riley Connor (fifth).

International guest Holly Behrens judged the Pee Wee age group colouring competition and presented the awards.

Committee chairman Brett Coombe (pictured left) and Committee member James Kent (pictured right) presented gifts to the judges Ben Adams (centre left) and Lawson Geddes (centre right).
**TEAM RED**

SELLING WEDNESDAY RBWS LOTS 568-574

---

**LOT 570**

Samari Plains Duke (PP)

S: Samari Plains Luke (P)
D: Samari Plains Brodie (P)

Quality poll bull very quiet with length & bone. Poll tested 98% PP Homozygous polled.

---

**LOT 571**

Samari Plains Randolf (P)

S: Samari Plains Luke (P)
D: Samari Plains Pal (P)

Pink pigment bull with good topline & width.

---

**LOT 574**

Samari Plains S Dakota (P)

Offered by Sally & Ben Sweetland

S: Billabong Privateer (H)
D: Samari Plains Agatha (P)

Quiet poll, outstanding doing ability, with great bone & depth.

---

**ALSO SELLING 25 AT ROMA TROPICAL SALE FRIDAY 23RD OCT W. SAMARI PLAINS SB.**

Keith & Annabelle Wilson & Family

T: 07 4626 5418  M: 0487 605 937

---

**Mediterranean Gems**

25 MAGNIFICENT DAYS (Ex Rockhampton)

**Departing 22nd April 2016**

This tour explores places that have shaped today's western world, with a 13 Day Mediterranean Cruise onboard the Holland America – Eurodam, that allow guests to experience these magnificent places without the chore of packing and Unpacking, each day returning to their Luxury floating hotel. This is then complemented by a unique land experience Onboard a Luxury Albatross Coach Tour utilising 2 and 4 night stays, allowing guests To experience the history, landscape and the culture of this old civilization. (Maximum 28 Guests)

**13 DAYS HOLLAND AMERICA CRUISE:**
Barcelona, Monti Carlo, Piza, Rome, Naples, Sicly, Corfu, Koto, Dubrovnik & Venice.

**9 DAYS ALBATROSS COACH TOUR:**
Florence, Siena/San Gimignano (Tuscany), Cinque Terra, Lake Como & Lauterbrunnen (Swiss Alps).

---

For further information contact:

Scott McCartney
Mobile: 0417 708 200
Email: scott@specialty.travel

**Specialty Travel where no two itineraries are the same.**

Full itinerary & costs: www.specialty.travel
Paul & Brigid Fenech’s PBF Brahman Sale has returned to the spring sale calendar for 2015 and will sell on its traditional date, Saturday 24th October, at “The Chase”, Sarina. The sale will be the first leg of a feature, three Brahman sale series in Central Queensland, with Lancefield Brahmons Invitation Sale to be held at Gracemere on the following Monday 26th October, and the NCC Brahman Sale at Duaringa on Tuesday 27th October.

The Fenech’s have adopted an invitation format for this year’s event as, in addition to their own offering of 80 grey Brahman sires, they will be joined by Charles & Carmel McKinlay of Chasmac Stud and Carl & Gail Morawitz of Stewart Park Stud who have catalogued 16 impressive grey sires, 3 Charbray and 1 Brangus bulls, as well as Ivan & Ian Price of Moongool Stud who are bringing a select line of 20 outstanding Charolais bulls and 5 young, well bred, grey Brahman sires to the sale.

“We’ll have 130 bulls in total on offer, and quality will be top class,” Paul Fenech said. “We’re pleased to be back selling in the sale season and to have the renowned Chasmac, Stewart Park and Moongool Studs broadening the appeal of this sale to all studmasters and commercial bull buyers.”

The PBF 2015 sale team is a very solid draft of sire quality power. Big, upstanding, strong character bulls of impressive beef credentials featuring the sirelines that have been in high demand at PBF sales in previous years – Westin, Woodman, Churchill, Shannon, Woodson, Hooks, Josiah, Furnari, Melanson, etc. Progeny of ‘new release’ sires such as the imposing PBF McManus Manso and PBF Mortlock Manso, as well as the imports Beckman, Drover, Florencio and Gates will also attract serious studmaster attention according to Paul Fenech. “Over 20 JDH based sirelines are represented in our 80 bulls, providing buyers with tremendous genetic diversity to choose from,” Paul Fenech said, “and the backbone of the offering is further strengthened by our core cowlines which have delivered high level stud industry performance for many years.” All the PBF bulls have been bred and raised on coastal country and are ready to work.

During the time the Fenech’s were away from the auction sale circuit they were pleased to see their PBF prefix sires and damlines continue to breed with great success in many fellow studs. “We are always delighted to see the PBF bloodlines represented strongly in the pedigrees of many grey drafts at sales such as Brahman Week, and also among the sale toppers,” Paul said, “we have always aimed to produce sires with the genetic strength to breed on consistently at stud production level, which is essential to seedstock producers.”

Paul & Brigid Fenech welcome enquiries and inspection of their sale team at any time.
LOT 27
BESANTHER VALE

Mr Jason (IVF) (H)

S: JDH MARTIN MANSO (IMP US)
D: BRAHROCK LADY POWER 3153 (AI) (ET) (H)

BOTH BULLS OUT OF POWERFUL DAM; 855 X POWERSTROKE

LOT 28
BESANTHER VALE

Mr Alex (IVF) (H)

S: JDH SIR MARRI MANSO (IMP US) (H) *
D: BRAHROCK LADY POWER 3153 (AI) (ET) (H)
Hamdenvale triumphs at Whitsunday Show

The Deguara family’s Hamdenvale stud was named most successful stud beef exhibitor at the 2015 Whitsunday Show, held in Proserpine in June.

David and Joy Deguara exhibited the calf and grand champion all breeds bull Hamdenvale Joel 1031, as well as the senior champion bull Hamdenvale Paxton 891. Both are sons of Akama Merton.

The prefix also paraded the reserve champion calf female Hamdenvale Clementine, the reserve champion junior female Hamdenvale Marian, and the winning sire’s Progeny Group.

The all breeds format was judged by Terry Randall, Crinum, Tieri and associate judge Gus Muller.

They selected the 12-15 months female class winner Cambil Shakeria 447 as the calf and grand champion female. The feminine grey was exhibited by the Camm family, Cambil stud, Proserpine. The Camms also showed the junior champion bull Cambil Dominator 4450, who is by JDH Prophet Manso, and the junior champion female Cambil Jewel Manso 3524.

Mackay State High School exhibited the senior champion female Pioneer Park Julia Manso 774, who is a daughter of Tartrus Aristotle Manso. The students also claimed victory with Mackay High Mica Manso, a polled grey Lancefield S Warwick son, who was sashed the reserve champion bull calf.

The annual show also staged Junior Parading and Junior Judging contests, which were hotly contested.

RESULTS:

Junior Parading: 13 years and under: Jazmyne Percy, 1; Lane Sturdy, 2; Madison Roberts, 3. 14 years: Croyden Sturdy, 1; Simone Muirhead, 2; Doug Pridmore, 3. 15 years: Dylan Perry, 1; Caitlyn Mittelstadt, 2; Sharni Swanepoel, 3. 16 years and over: Jayne Glendenning, 1; Kaleb Ward, 2; Taylor Matthews, 3.

Junior Judging: 13 years and under: Lane Sturdy, 1; Emily Shepherd, 2; Madison Roberts, 3. 14 years: Mikaela Gauci, 1; Bailey McQuaker, 2; Mark Dwyer, 3. 15 years: Caitlyn Mittelstadt, 1; Sharni Swanepoel, 2; Sydnee Smith-Jung, 3. 16 years and over: Louise Fitzgerald, 1; Kaleb Ward, 2; Linda Parchert, 3.
LYNN WALTHER  Lowood, Qld  Ph: 07 5426 1824 • rlbrahman@bigpond.com

“Bred Red to Breed Red”
Buoyancy in the live export market sparked buyers’ interest at the annual Ponderosa Brahman Bull Sale held at the Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries yards in Katherine, NT, on May 29.

A total of 22 bidders registered for the sale, with vendors clearing 100 percent of the 213 herd bulls on offer for an average of $3762.

Selling agent Andrew Gray from Ruralco said it was an extremely strong sale with averages up by $1044 a head on the previous sale.

Bulls were presented by Paul and Debbie Herrod, Ponderosa stud, Katherine and invited Central Queensland vendors Andrew and Roxanne Olive, Raglan stud, Raglan Station, Raglan; Alastair and Pam Davison, Viva stud, Lumeah, Middlemount; and Ross and Natalie Olive, Olive stud, Gogango.

The top priced bull at $8000 was a grey herd bull from Olive stud, purchased by Crossley Pastoral Co, Lonesome Dove Station. The highest priced red was from Ponderosa and sold for $4750.

Major buyer at the sale was Tony Harrower who took home 40 bulls at $3406 average to Dorisvale Station, Katherine.

Thames Pastoral invested in 27 new herd sires at $3657 avg for Tanumbirini Station, and 21 head at $3904 avg sold to The Paspaley Group’s Dry River Station, Katherine.

The Venturin family, Input Pty Ltd, Finnis River, Winnellie, gave the nod for 18 new sires at $3750 avg. They are destined for Murranji Station near Elliot.

Other bulk buyers included Rosewood Station, 14 head at $4535 avg; and 10 head each for Battlin Pastoral, Malapunyah Station; Elizabeth Downs Station, Winnellie, and Sophie Downs Station, WA.
Let me Drive the Traffic to you.

Consulting
Let me show you how to promote your cattle and be cost affective to suit your budget.

Media Strategy
With my own network and other media contacts that I have achieved over 30 years in media your needs will be answered.

Digital Marketing
One of the biggest challenges for any business is to engage your customers and keep them interested. There are many different brands and messages competing for your buyers’ attention. Simply having a presence online is not enough, given this environment we need to drive the traffic to you.

Jim Pola
27 Hughes Street, Hermit Park
Townsville QLD 4812
Mobile: 0408 756 438
Email: jamesapola@gmail.com

www.jimpolamarketing.com.au
Northern pastoral industry loses one of its best

Vale: Dougal Brett

The death of popular and respected beef producer, mustering pilot, livestock transporter and live export advocate, Dougal Brett, has come as a big blow for the Northern Territory cattle industry.

Dougal, 40, died en route to Royal Darwin Hospital after suffering critical injuries following a helicopter accident on his property on 14 June.

The Brett family owns and operates Brett Cattle Company Pty Ltd at Waterloo Station, south west of Timber Creek, NT. Dougal is survived by his wife Emily, children William, Sophie and Lachlan, his parents Colin and Alison, elder sister Belinda and younger brother Hamish.

Speaking at Dougal’s well-attended funeral, held at Kununurra Racecourse on 24 June, friend Martin Pentecost said Dougal was a friend to many and had touched a lot of lives.

“The fact that some of the people here are amongst the largest and most successful graziers in northern Australia speaks volumes for the regard in which the Brett family is held through the Australian pastoral industry,” Mr Pentecost said.

Quoted in Queensland Country Life, Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association (NTCEA) president Tom Stockwell said Dougal Brett was a central part of the community.

“He was highly motivated and hard working, had an extremely optimistic view of the future and was working very hard to get Waterloo up and running,” Mr Stockwell said.

NTCEA CEO Tracey Hayes described Dougal as a “much respected community leader, a real character and a real hard worker” who was loved by the northern pastoral industry.

He became the visible face of the NT live export trade after becoming the lead claimant in a class action filed in the Federal Court in October last year against the Commonwealth Government’s snap decision to suspend live cattle exports to Indonesia in 2011.

His father Colin, quoted in the NT News, said Dougal was a very good husband and father who always made time for his family.

“He was a whirlwind son. He was a hard worker and a good thinker who just had a lot of common sense. “He was the fellow who flew a helicopter, that jumped into and drove the road trains, he was in the office and would do all the calls. He would try everything he could try and see how it worked and have a lot of fun at the same time,” Mr Brett said.

Before buying Waterloo Station in 2004, Dougal worked on the family properties Taemas and Mt Owenee, in the Charters Towers district, and also as a ship stockman overseeing live cattle exports to South East Asia.

A fun loving character, Dougal had a real zest for enjoying life and will be remembered as a man who lived life at full throttle.

His friend Martin Pentecost wrote and delivered this tribute at Dougal’s funeral:

I’ve known good men, I’ve known great men
I’ve known men whose voice was heard
I’ve known men who signed their contracts
On the giving of their word
I’ve known men whose humble passions
Had the power to infect
I’ve known men who held an aura
That commanded true respect
I’ve known men that dealt in honour
Richer men than those with dollars
I’ve known men with little schooling
Smarter men than all your scholars
I’ve known tough men, I’ve known proud men
I’ve known men whose handshake told
I’ve known men with hard exteriors
Who carried hearts of gold
I’ve known men endowed with character
Men who looked me in the eye
I’ve known men whose smile was priceless
But who weren’t afraid to cry
I’ve known men that taught me plenty
I know men I owe a debt
I know men who lent me spirit
I’ve known men I won’t forget
But the strength of this, my tribute
When the final deed is done
Well I know it sounds a lot
But I knew all these men in one
And in this man’s true character
He is a man I won’t forget
Trucker, pilot, father, cattleman
One, Dougal William Brett
I’ve known good men, I’ve known great men
I’ve known lights that will not dim
And one thing I can proudly say is:
Thank God I knew him.
Mt Callan
Dougal
38/14
(Polled)

With the Brett family’s blessing we have named this sire in memory of Dougal, which we are retaining in the Mt Callan stud.

WORTH THE WAIT...
Mt Callan’s last through the RBWS gate!

Selling 20 Red Bulls last on Wednesday
Lots 865 - 884

14 polled bulls on offer with 3 being homozygous

Mt Callan
Red Brahmanas TN.

(07) 4663 4738 | Noel Sorley: 0428 634 738 | Scott Sorley: 0429 634 738 | Email: mtcreds@activ8.net.au
Bull buyers attending this year’s Lancefield Brahmans Invitation Sale at Gracemere Saleyards will be impressed by the combination of natural beef performance and overall sire quality of the 91 bull offering. Matthew & Janelle McCamley and Scott & Lizette McCamley as the principal vendors of the sale will be joined again by drafts of bulls from the 2AM and Palmal Studs for the Monday 26th October event.

Seventy-two grey and 19 red sires are catalogued including a large selection of 30 polled bulls. “This is the largest percentage of polls we have offered at this sale,” Matthew McCamley said.

Buyers will need to be ready for serious bidding action the moment Lot 1 walks into the ring. Palmal Elliot leads David & Julie McCamley’s Palmal draft as the sale opener, and they consider they have not offered a better grey poll sire. He’s a big upstanding son of Lancefield D Endeavour with a strong head and breed character, and great natural beef qualities. “He has all you want in a beef Brahman sire and then you can add on the polled bonus,” sale co-ordinator Ken McCaffrey of McCaffrey’s Australian Livestock Marketing said. Lot 2, Ramsay, Lot 3, Dallas and Lot 4, Dazzler continue on the outstanding growth and weight performance theme for Palmal, in high breed quality sires. “It’s a very powerful, attractive run of bulls to commence the sale, as good as you’d find anywhere,” Ken McCaffrey said.

Matthew & Janelle McCamley’s team leader grey sire Lot 7, Cobra, quickly follows and will keep studmasters’ attention focused. He’s a 2yo by JDH Cutler De Manso, bred from a Rocafella daughter of the famous Lancefield Brancha cowline, that shows eye catching breed style and excellent carcass qualities. “He has all you want in a beef Brahman sire and then you can add on the polled bonus,” sale co-ordinator Ken McCaffrey of McCaffrey’s Australian Livestock Marketing said. Lot 2, Ramsay, Lot 3, Dallas and Lot 4, Dazzler continue on the outstanding growth and weight performance theme for Palmal, in high breed quality sires. “It’s a very powerful, attractive run of bulls to commence the sale, as good as you’d find anywhere,” Ken McCaffrey said.

Matthew McCamley of Lancefield M Stud, Eulogie, Dululu with three of the young red sires he has catalogued for the Lancefield Brahmans Invitation Sale.

Matthew & Janelle McCamley’s team leader grey sire Lot 7, Cobra, quickly follows and will keep studmasters’ attention focused. He’s a 2yo by JDH Cutler De Manso, bred from a Rocafella daughter of the famous Lancefield Brancha cowline, that shows eye catching breed style and excellent carcass qualities. “He has all you want in a beef Brahman sire and then you can add on the polled bonus,” sale co-ordinator Ken McCaffrey of McCaffrey’s Australian Livestock Marketing said. Lot 2, Ramsay, Lot 3, Dallas and Lot 4, Dazzler continue on the outstanding growth and weight performance theme for Palmal, in high breed quality sires. “It’s a very powerful, attractive run of bulls to commence the sale, as good as you’d find anywhere,” Ken McCaffrey said.

Matthew McCamley of Lancefield M Stud, Eulogie, Dululu with three of the young red sires he has catalogued for the Lancefield Brahmans Invitation Sale.

Scott & Lizette McCamley have selected 26 grey bulls for the sale and their first run of bulls exemplify the Lancefield type. Strong headed, good constitution, sound structured, excellent breed character, well balanced and natural, easy doing, optimum beef performance. Lot 19, Jackman, is a standout for studmasters to inspect. He’s a long and strong sire type, a first crop son of the JDH Fredrick De Manso sire, Fenlon. Two sons of the renowned sire Buster Manso also appeal, Lot 22, Morgan and Lot 25, Lincon. Both have the breed style and powerful carcass credentials this sireline is noted for. Beautiful softness, width through the topline and extra length is evident in Lot 24, Kennedy, while Lot 23, Boland, is another big, square bodied grandson of successful sire JDH Fredrick. Lancefield too has a large representation of 12 grey bulls in the Sale from their poll breeding programme. Lot 27, Kuranda, is one of the first of their polls to sell, and appeals for his smartness, good strong head and character, and beefiness.

Sale catalogues for the Lancefield Brahmans Invitation Sale will be available at the end of September.
SELLING RBWS
MONDAY
LOTS 99 - 102

PAUL & DONNA TAYLOR
PAULONNA - 769 Goomeribong Road, Goomeri Qld 4601
ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Phone 07 4169 7787  Mobile 0427 040 604

TAYLOR BORN
TAYLOR BRED
TAYLOR MADE
FOR YOUR NEEDS

LOT 99
TMB GENERAL DE MANSO
By JDH GARDNER MANSO (IMP US) (H)

LOT 100
TMB DRAKE DE MANSO
By FBC D MANDRAKE MANSO (ET) (H)

LOT 101
TMB SAMPSON DE MANSO
By LANCEFIELD SIGNATURE 9153 (AI) (ET) (H)

LOT 102
TMB LAWMAN DE MANSO
By TMB MARIO DE MANSO (AI) (ET) (H)
SALE SIRE

LANCEFIELD BRAHMANS
Invitation Sale

91 QUALITY BULLS
STANDOUTS

MONDAY
26TH OCTOBER
GRACEMERE

SALE INCLUDES 30 POLLS

Catalogue & photos online www.brahman.com.au

CONTACTS . . .
Scott & Lizette McCamley Matthew & Janelle McCamley
‘Lancefield’ Duluulu 4702 ‘Eulogie’ Duluulu 4702
07 4937 1160 • 0429 371 202 07 4937 1180 • 0429 371 180
scott_lizette@westnet.com.au eulogie@bordernet.com.au

SALE INCLUDES PALMAL AND 2AM STUDS
One of the most important components of the BREEDPLAN analysis is the ability to compare the resulting Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) of animals running under different conditions. This is achieved through the use of “genetic linkage”.

Genetic linkage is established by the use of common sires across herds. To compare animals from different environments, herds must have some performance recorded progeny from common animals (typically common sires), which are used to benchmark one herd against another. Genetic linkage is also important within a herd, to compare animals born in different years and raised in different contemporary groups. At the within herd level, link sires provide linkage between contemporary groups and dams can provide additional genetic linkage across years.

As an example of genetic linkage, consider a situation where 3 different mobs of calves (either on the same property or different properties) are compared. There are nutritional differences between the Groups - Contemporary Group 1 (CG1) has relatively poor nutrition, Contemporary Group 2 (CG2) has relatively good nutrition and Contemporary Group 3 (CG3) has average nutrition. The figure below shows the average adjusted performance of progeny in each of these contemporary groups by each sire.

In this example, all of the progeny in each group are by different sires. Nifty is the sire of the progeny in Group 1, Lusty is the sire of the Group 2 progeny and Curly is the sire of the progeny in Group 3. Under such conditions, it is impossible to make valid comparisons about the relative performance of the animals in the different contemporary groups, as there are no “genetic links” between the groups and the groups have been running under different conditions.

If however, progeny from a common sire existed in each contemporary group (for example, an AI sire) then it becomes possible to compare the progeny of the different sires represented in each group. This is illustrated in the figure below where Admiral is the link or common sire.

The progeny of the link sire (Admiral) have an average adjusted 400-Day weight of 290 kg, 390 kg and 300 kg in their respective contemporary groups. In comparison, the average adjusted 400-Day weights of the progeny of the other sires are: Nifty: 300 kg, Lusty: 380 kg and Curly: 320 kg. For the purposes of this example, we assume that all sires are joined to cows of equal average EBVs for 400 Day Weight.

In Contemporary Group 1 the progeny of Nifty were heavier than the progeny of Admiral. In Group 2 the average weights are higher than for Group 1 but the progeny of Lusty did not weigh as heavily as the progeny of Admiral. In Group 3 the progeny of Curly were considerably heavier than the progeny of Admiral. These differences in average weights under different nutritional conditions are represented in Table 1.

Figure 3 shows how BREEDPLAN can account for the differences in the environmental conditions for different contemporary groups by using a common or bench mark sire. The differences in average weights of natural sire progeny groups compared to the progeny of

![Figure 1. Average adjusted progeny performance in three different contemporary groups by three different sires.](image1)

![Figure 2. Average adjusted progeny performance of the 3 different sires compared to the average adjusted progeny performance of Link Sire Admiral.](image2)

![Figure 3. Average adjusted progeny performance by sire and contemporary group.](image3)
Introducing our 2015 Sales Teams

Exceptional Progeny of Lancefield S Imperial

**Lot 551**

**Burradoo Banjo** *(H)*
DOB: 08.10.2012
Sire: Lancefield S Imperial • Dam: Aladan Tina 41

**Lot 552**

**Burradoo Barocca** *(H)*
DOB: 15.10.2012
Sire: Lancefield S Imperial • Dam: Aladan Daisy 52

**Lot 553**

**Burradoo Bazuka** *(P)*
DOB: 26.11.2012
Sire: Lancefield S Imperial • Dam: Kangarin A Louelles

**Lot 186**

**Burradoo Baxter** *(H)*
DOB: 10.02.2013
Sire: Lancefield S Imperial • Dam: Aladan Beauty 18

**Lot 187**

**Burradoo Bravo** *(H)*
Sire: Lancefield S Imperial • Dam: Kangarin A Rosheen

**Lot 188**

**Burradoo Bronco** *(H)*
DOB: 18.02.2013
Sire: Lancefield S Imperial • Dam: Hatari Rachel

---

**Burradoo Brahmans**

Denis and Shirley Bourke - “Leethree” 1149 Meandarra-Talwood Road, Meandarra QLD 4422
P: 07 4665 6261 - M: 0400 623 221 - E: sbourke1@bordernet.com.au

Bred to Survive, Adapted to Thrive
Admiral, are shown in the following figure. It shows that while the Lusty progeny had the heaviest average weights of the three home sires they were 10kg lighter than the Admiral progeny. The Nifty progeny outperformed the Admiral progeny by 10kg and the Curly progeny outperformed the Admiral progeny by 20kg making Curly the superior sire for 400 day weight.

Assuming large numbers of progeny, the difference in the sire EBVs will approach twice the average progeny differences. This is because the progeny only receive half of their genes from their respective sires. The other half of the genes comes from the dam.

Ignoring the breeding of each of the sires the resultant EBVs of the sires (twice the progeny differences) are shown in Table 2.

The example shown in Table 2 assumes that Admiral has an EBV of zero, that reasonable numbers of progeny were measured and that the dams are of equal genetic merit for 400 day weight (same average EBVs). Adjustments are made if the dams are known to have different average EBVs for the trait being measured.

In addition, if the progeny numbers are not large, the sire EBVs will be less than double the progeny differences, as BREEDPLAN makes “conservative predictions”. The “scaling factor” depends on the number of progeny of the home sire and the link sire and the heritability of the trait in question.

For more information about genetic linkage contact:
Paul Williams at TBTS in Rockhampton on Ph: (07) 4927 6066 or Email: paul@tbts.une.edu.au.

---

**Table 1. Differences in average progeny weights under different nutritional conditions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIRECT COMPARISONS</th>
<th>INDIRECT COMPARISONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nifty vs Admiral = +10kg</td>
<td>Nifty vs Lusty (+10kg +10kg) = 20kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusty vs Admiral = -10kg</td>
<td>Nifty vs Curly (+10kg -20kg) = -10kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curly vs Admiral = +20kg</td>
<td>Lusty vs Curly (-10kg -20kg) = -30kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. The resulting EBVs of the sires, assuming dams are of equal genetic merit for 400 day weight.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NIFTY</th>
<th>LUSTY</th>
<th>CURLY</th>
<th>ADMIRAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBV's</td>
<td>+20kg</td>
<td>-20kg</td>
<td>+40kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3.** Average adjusted progeny performance the 3 different sires benchmarked against the average adjusted progeny performance of Link Sire Admiral.

**Misty Mountain Brahman stud at Tenterfield certainly lined up to its name in mid July with the heaviest fall of snow in recent years.**
Biggest and best value Brahman bull sale

Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale
5th, 6th and 7th October 2015
CQLX Gracemere

Vendors Choice

SUNDAY 4TH OCT: VENDORS CHOICE PREVIEW
4PM HAPPY HOUR BBQ AND CHARITY SEMEN AUCTION

MONDAY & TUESDAY
Greys

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
Reds

Freight Rebates

TO BUYERS PURCHASING 5 BULLS OR MORE
Travelling over 500kms: $50*/Bull
Travelling to NT: $100*/Bull
Travelling to WA: $100*/Bull

OUTSIDE AGENTS REBATE:
Agents based less than 100km from Rockhampton - 2%
Agents based more than 100km from Rockhampton - 4%
*Excludes GST. Conditions apply.

Catalogue and Photos Online
www.brahman.com.au

Sponsors:
Allflex
Anipro

Major Sponsor:
Rocky Repro
Queensland’s Bovine Reproduction Centre

Live Streaming of Sale @ www.brahman.com.au
Sponsored by
Gracemere Hotel
**LOT 38. JRL SQUARE LEDGER MANSO (IVF) (D)**

JDH MADISON DE MANSO (IMP US) (ET) (H) +
JDH SIR LAWFORD MANSO
JDH LADY BARA MANSO
JDH SIR PROPHET MANSO (IMP US) (H)
S. JDH MR BRANDON MANSO (IMP US) (ET)
JDH MISS SUZANNE MANSO
JDH SIR LAWFORD MANSO
JDH SIR ELMO MANSO (IMP US) (H)
JDH LADY ELLIS MANSO
D. NCC LADY JO 2230 (IVF) (D) NCC2230F (REG)
JDH MR MANSO 855/8 (IMP US)
FBC D LADY JO LIBERTY MANSO 383D (AI) (ET) (H)
JDH LADY JO LIBERTY MANSO (IMP US) (H)

**LOT 141. GRACEMERE BATMAN (H)**

TROPICAL CATTLE RIFLEMAN MANSO 3383/1 (AI) (H)
GLENGARRY WINCHESTER 1430 (H)
GLENGARRY DUCHESS 897 (H)
S. GLENGARRY BARCARDE 2010 (H) Y7X2010M (REG)
LANCERFIELD SIGNIFICANT 9159 (AI) (ET) (H)
JAY PAUL MISS LEXY (AI) (ET) (H)
JDH ROMAN MANSO (IMP US) (H)
FBC D MR ARNIE MANSO (H)
FBC D MISS SPRING GIRL (ET) (H)
D. FBC MISS JEANETTE MANSO 171/1 (H) FBC1711F (REG)
JDH MR MANSO 874/8 (IMP US)
FBC D MISS JEANETTE MANSO 654D (AI) (H)
FBC D MISS JEANETTE MANSO 385D (AI) (ET) (H)

**LOT 53. SAVANNAH BUMBLE BEE (H)**

JDH MR SIR LIBERTY MANSO 847/5
JDH MR WOODMAN MANSO (IMP US) (ET)
JDH LADY NELDA MANSO
S. PBF WOODMAN MANSO 189/9 (IVF) (H) FGB1899/9M (REG)
JDH MARRI MANSO (H)
PBF REMY MANSO (H)
FBC D DORIS DAY MANSO 212FF (AI) (ET) (H)
JDH MR CHARLEY MANSO 590/6 (IMP SA) +
JDH MR MANSO 449/1 (IMP US)
JDH LADY MANSO 197/8F
D. SAVANNAH S60 (AI) (ET) (H) DEG560F (REG)
JDH A DAKOTA MANSO (IMP US) (H) +
SAVANNAH MISS AMERICA 881/4 (AI) (ET) (H)
MISS AMERICA 881/7 (IMP US) (H)

**LOT 156. BREMER VALE L GO HARD MANSO 335/3 (D)**

JDH MR BRAHMAN MANSO 175
JDH SIR LIBERTY MANSO 847/5
JDH LADY REMINGTON MANS 194/4 +
S. JDH LEBERATION 79/1 (H) JDH791M (REG)
JDH MAX MANSO 414/8
JDH LADY MANSO 178/9
JDH MISS DELMAINE MANSO
JDH SIR LIBERTY MANSO 847/5
JDH FRED MANSO (IMP US) (H)
JDH LADY LEE MANSO 290/4
D. EL JA MISS KRIS65 4256 (H) EL4256F (REG)
JDH MR MANSO 984/7 (IMP US) (ET) (H)
EL JA KRISSY D MANSO (H)
EL JA KRISSY E MANSO (ET) (H)
L. McLean
PO Box 124, Biloela

**LOT 579. WATALGAN GOVERNOR 267/3 (AI) (P)**

- KANDOONA SIDELINE (H)
- KANDOONA SIDESTEP (H)
- KANDOONA MISS 2005 (P)

**S.**
- MT CALLAN GOVERNOR 7/06 (AI) (P) MTC7/06M(REG)
- MT CALLAN BRUNO 73/93 (P)
- MT CALLAN CHAREMAIN 115/95 (H)
- MR MK VERNON 340/1 (IMP US) (ET)
- RUTHLIN ROYAL S RED 2567 (P)

**D.**
- WATALGAN MISS CHERRY (H) MAC209/9F(REG)
- LYNDHURST 1145/2 (H)
- WATALGAN CHERRY CHEER (H)
- WATALGAN CHERRY RIPE (H)

**LOT 583. CLEETHORPES RANGER (H)**

- MASBRA MAS 98/34 (IMP SAF)
- MASBRA MAS 63/31 (IMP SAF)
- MASBRA MAS 01/17

**S.**
- FBC COLOSSO 235/1 (IMP ET) (AI) (ET) (H) FBC235/1M(REG)
- CHRISEL COLOSSO
- CHRISEL CVR 99 118 (IMP SA)
- CHRISEL MONA (IMP SA)
- LETOKEN REVOLUTION (H)
- NCC RABBI (AI) (ET)
- VALUCE 839 (P)

**D.**
- FBC MISS RED RUBY 223/1 (IVF) (P) FBC223/1F(REG)
- CHRISEL CVR 97 118 (IMP SA) (AI)
- DELORAE MISS RED RUBY 497 (IMP ET) (ET) (H)
- CHERRY RED RUBY 227 (IMP SA) (AI)

**SP RM & ME RULE**
PO Box 31, Marlborough

**LOT 582. CLEETHORPES WARRIOR (AI) (H)**

- MR 3X MAXMILLION-AIRE 57 +
- JH MR NHAAS 52/9
- MISS ROJO’S ELENA 33/1 +

**S.**
- MR JH 2000.COM 10/0 (H) JHF10/M(REG)
- VL ROJO BRAVO 72/7
- MISS HM ELENA 10/4
- VL ELENA 21/6
- LETOKEN REVOLUTION (H)
- NCC RABBI (AI) (ET) (P)
- VALUCE 839 (P)

**D.**
- FBC MISS ROVEN 298/1 (IVF) (H) FBC298/1F(REG)
- VL ROJO BRAVO 2/28 (IMP US)
- DELORAE MISS ROVEN (ET) (H)
- FBC D VENUS MANSO (ET) (H)

**NEWCOMBE FAMILY**
Tiffany A Newcombe, Greens Creek

**LOT 660. ROSEWOOD HILL ZEUS (AI) (ET) (P)**

- COMANDANTE D BIO-C 597 (IMP US) (AI) (B)
- HUONFELS JACOB RIO (AI) (P)
- HUONFELS FAIGA (AI) (P)

**S.**
- FAIRY SPRINGS RIO ZEBO 3139 (P) FFS3139M(REG)
- FAIRY SPRINGS RED DOLLAR 1321 (P)
- FAIRY SPRINGS PAULA 1717 (P)
- FAIRY SPRINGS PAULA 1121 (P)
- TARTRUS RED DOLLAR 2365 (ET) (H)
- ROSEBOURGHLAND RED MONTE 64/2 (AI) (P)
- TARTRUS MISS JAMES 3381/15 (AI) (P)

**D.**
- RELDAH STAR TARDUST (P) DLST174RPF(REG)
- LANCEFIELD S MIDAS 9156 (AI) (ET) (H)
- RELDAH STAR (H)
- CHADLEY STARAY (H)
CHRIS & SARAH TOLLNER
466 Laurel Road, Veteran

LOT 691. APPLE PIE PROVIDENCE 225 (P)

HK MR AMERICA 435/2 (IMP US) +
PALMVALE WINDSOR (AI) (ET) (P)
PALMVALE MISS PABLO (P) *

S. CRAIGISLA HOFFMAN 1141 (P) CH1141M(REG)
  KANDOONA SANTO (P)
  CRAIGISLA HYACINTH 1080 (P)
  CRAIGISLA HYACINTH 905 (H)

MRV8 773/4 (IMP US) (ET) +
WILANGI RIDDLE (ET) (H)
WILANGI LADY TEV MANSO 644/2 (H)

D. APPLE PIE OPHELIA MANSO 956 (AI) (H) APB956F(REG)
  JDH SIR GREGO MANSO 7 (IMP US)
  APPLE PIE OPHELIA MANSO 933 (AI) (ET) (H)
  LANCHEFIELD JEWELL MANSO 9068 (H)

LOT 772. KENROL WOLVERINE 2656 (H)

ARROW J MILLMARONE 925
MR 3H X-RAY 825 (IMP US) (ET) +
MISS 3H 200 +

S. KENROL MR HJ RAY 0366 (AI) (ET) (S) KEN0366M(REG)
  ABBOTSFORD DURACELL (AI) (P)
  LANCHEFIELD D DOLLY 2090 (ET) (H)
  LANCHEFIELD D MISS PRINCE 7812 (AI) (H)

MSP MR ROBY BOY 334
MSP ESTO CHERRA 724 (IMP US)
WHS ESTO CHERRA 0971

D. KENROL SEREN 0367 (AI) (ET) (H) KEN0367F(REG)
  MRV8 189/4 (IMP US) (H) +
  KENROL 0265 (AI) (ET) (H)
  KENROL SERENDIPITY 042 (AI) (ET) (H) *

LOT 728. NK SLEDGEHAMMER (D)

NK & BG HILLS
“Amaroo”, Theodore

NK MAX (P) HIL1873M(REG)
  KANDOONA 1562 (H)
  NK ZENA (H)
  BAMBARA SERENE (H)
  LANCHEFIELD COMMA 91/01 (H)
  MT CALLAN KITTY 7/95 (H)

D. NK 361 (H) HIL361F(REG)
  KANDOONA 2838 (P)
  NK ENID (H)
  CHUDLEY TREKKA (H)

LOT 793. DANARLA M ROMEO (H)

MATTHEW HARCH
737 Tingoora Charlestown Road, Wooroolin

NK SLEDGEHAMMER (D)

NK & BG HILLS
“Amaroo”, Theodore

NK MAX (P) HIL1873M(REG)
  KANDOONA 1562 (H)
  NK ZENA (H)
  BAMBARA SERENE (H)
  LANCHEFIELD COMMA 91/01 (H)
  MT CALLAN KITTY 7/95 (H)

D. NK 361 (H) HIL361F(REG)
  KANDOONA 2838 (P)
  NK ENID (H)
  CHUDLEY TREKKA (H)

LOT 793. DANARLA M ROMEO (H)

MATTHEW HARCH
737 Tingoora Charlestown Road, Wooroolin

COMANDANTE D RIO-C 597 (IMP US) (AI) (P)
  HUONFELS JACOB RIO (AI) (P)
  HUONFELS FAIGA (AI) (P)

S. FAIRY SPRINGS NOBLEMAN 2038 (P) EFS2038M(REG)
  BURNISIDE DETAIL 2ND (H)
  FAIRY SPRINGS GEM 1254 (H)
  FAIRY SPRINGS GEM 599 (H)
  CARINVA TRITON (AI) (H)
  CARINVA 1658 (H)
  CARINVA MISS 1135 (H)

D. DANARLA M LINDSEY (P) MNH409F(REG)
  BILLABONG BARDON 5/8 (H)
  DANARLA M LAURIE (P)
  DANARLA OPAL (P)
You are invited to attend the Vendors Choice Preview, Happy Hour & Barbeque on SUNDAY, 4TH OCTOBER COMMENCING AT 4PM

Vendors Choice will be penned for your inspection in the Austadium where complimentary drinks and a barbeque organised by the CQ Branch will be provided for your enjoyment.

ROCKHAMPTON BRAHMAN WEEK CHARITY AUCTION

IN SUPPORT OF:

• Jeff McCamley Youth Development Fund
• RACQ Capricorn Helicopter Rescue
• Black Dog Ball Committee
Beef 2015’s Reserve Senior Champion Brahman Bull, NCC Jarrah will be sold at this year’s NCC Annual Brahman Sale at Inverrio, Duaringa on Tuesday 27th October. The outstanding son of JDH Mr Elmo Manso was the winner of the youngest Senior Bull class at the prestigious beef industry event in May, and then went on to be awarded the Reserve Senior Championship broadribbon. At Beef 2015, at 2 years and 2 weeks of age, Jarrah, the heaviest of his class, scaled 908 kg and scanned an EMA of 135 sqcm. Cattle producers of all breeds were impressed with the weight for age, natural softness, beautiful balance, strong sire’s head and breed features of the honey red youngster. Although Jarrah will be one feature of the NCC Sale, the Nobbs family has many more in store among the 100 grey and red sires catalogued for their 2015 sale day. Jarrah’s year younger full brother, NCC Jackpot is also catalogued for the sale. “He’s a younger model of Jarrah,” Brett said, “I expect him to develop every bit as good.” The composition of this year’s sale draft comprises 70 grey and 30 red sires as well as 15 high quality grey stud heifers. Brett Nobbs is very excited about the sale’s first offering of 9 outstanding sons of Carinya Kirkwood, a son of NCC Sugarwood. Carinya Kirkwood was purchased for $28,000 by the NCC and Brahrock Studs in partnership at Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale and his first progeny have already created significant interest from studmasters. Brahrock sold a young heifer by this sire at June’s Gympie Brahman Female Sale for $10,000, to top the grey section of that sale. The Kirkwood sons are very thick and exhibit loads of breed character. “Beef breeders will be impressed with their muscling and excellent, early weight performance,” Brett said. Brahman enthusiasts will remember that NCC Sugarwood sired one of the sale toppers in the grey section at last year’s NCC Sale, NCC El Toro at $30,000. Adding interest to the sale’s presentation of red sire prospects is the first offering of young polled sons of polled sire Gipsy Plains Red Rustler. Proven sire FBC D Agassi also has 10 sons in the catalogue’s grey section. The highlighting of progeny of first season sirelines in the sale draft cannot in any way overlook the numerous features the iconic sire JDH Mr Elmo Manso provides to the sale in his exceptional sons. Again in 2015 his genetic presence is obvious in the superb, masculine, high quality lots in the catalogue sired by him, or produced out of one of his outstanding daughters. “He’s the proven benchmark really and has been for a number of years now,” Brett Nobbs said, “not only do the Elmo’s all look like a beef Brahman should, but they breed it on.” JDH Mr Elmo’s record in the Australian Brahman industry was again further enhanced at Beef 2015 when he won the prestigious Sire’s Progeny Group of the show. The performance of thousands of cattle grainfed at Inverrio in the last 12 months has again reinforced the necessity for producers to preference top performing genetics in their bull selections, according to Brett Nobbs. “You can see some cattle have not got the genetic capacity to convert feed efficiently, or the body capacity to reach high end weight specifications, therefore they plateau at around 80 days or 280 to 300kg carcass weight, while those of superior genetic performance reach the 340 to 360kg weight range with ease and with optimum fat cover,” he said. “Cattle prices as they are today means the dollar return differential will be in the hundreds of dollars a head.”
Raglan Brahmans
Home of Champions

ANDREW & ROXANNE OLIVE & FAMILY “Raglan Station” Raglan QLD 4697
www.raglanbrahmans.com Mobile: 0409 346 542
Email: raglan.brahmans@bigpond.com.au

SELLING:
10 BULLS AT RBWS
LOTS 107-116
WILANGI INVITATION
SALE 27TH NOVEMBER

PADDOCK BULLS AVAILABLE
ALL BULLS WA ELIGIBLE

2015 Success

BEEF AUSTRALIA 2015
SENIOR & GRAND CHAMPION MALE
INTERBREED CHAMPION MALE

DJANGO
DOMESTIC & EXPORT SEMEN
PACKAGES AVAILABLE

Couper
BEEF AUSTRALIA 2015
CHAMPION CALF BULL
EKKA 2015
JUNIOR CHAMPION BULL

Valencia
EKKA 2015
SENIOR & GRAND
FEMALE CHAMPION
With the popular and high quality Wilangi Invitation Brahman Sale scheduled in its traditional late November timeslot, bull buyers have come to recognise this competitive value Charters Towers auction as an ideal market to select well bred grey Brahman sires for bull breeding purposes, as well as very attractive lines of strong beef performance, purebred herd sires for high level, commercial production.

Wilangi’s 2015 sale will be staged at Dalrymple Saleyards on Friday 27th November with 250 super grey bulls catalogued, comprising approximately 135 registered sires and 115 premium selected herd bulls.

Selling agents Troy Trevor of Queensland Rural and Ken McCaffrey of McCaffrey’s Australian Livestock Marketing believe numerous northern and central bull buyers support the Wilangi sale because of its reliability of offering a very large selection of top quality, coastal bred, ready-to-work bulls, backed by bloodlines that are proven superior performers across the industry, and it is held at a time that ideally suits for joining in the breeding season of the North. “Buyers of bulls from this sale know they are buying good constitution Brahman, bred and raised on coastal country, not pampered, and which can go straight from the sale and work a big season,” Troy Trevor said.

Again Ron and Bev White and Robert and Mandy White of Wilangi Stud will be joined in the sale by drafts from the Glengarry, Lanes Creek, Raglan, Wallace and Viva Studs.

The Brahman judging results of Beef 2015 in May highlight the breed leading bloodlines available at this sale. All three vendors who elected to exhibit in the showing; Andrew and Roxanne Olive’s Raglan; Scott, Geoff and Gladys Angel’s Glengarry and AJ and Pam Davison’s Viva each came home with blue and feature broadribbons from the prestigious event. “In fact they accounted for six championship ribbons out of the 14 on offer at Australia’s leading Brahman showing of 2015, a tremendous endorsement of the genetics that the Wilangi sale has on offer. To top it all off, the impressive, much admired grey sire Raglan Victory was judged the Best of All Breeds in Australia at Beef 2015,” Sale co-ordinator Ken McCaffrey said, “Northern cattle producers can buy these same leading beef industry bloodlines right on their own doorstep at Charters Towers.”

To accommodate the growing demand for poll bulls, the sale’s vendor studs this year have selected 30 polls for buyers’ competition, the largest number of quality poll bulls the sale has ever offered.

Current cattle market conditions at all-time highs for all specifications, including live export, and positive indicators for sustainability of these increased rates into the future will underwrite a welcome period of greater prosperity for the northern cattle industry according to Ken McCaffrey. “To get the best out of these improved circumstances, cattle producers need to keep investing in their herds. Genetic improvement is the most cost effective way to increase production and take optimum advantage of better prices,” he said, “breeding with the quality of grey Brahman bulls available at the Wilangi Sale covers all the bases of top paddock performance in all seasons and all country, as well as ideal suitability to supply all live export, feedlot and processor markets.

Wilangi Invitation Brahman Sale catalogues will be available in late October.
This is the first progeny of LV Marblehead 69 (P) to hit the market.

Oak Mr Loggerhead 149/3 (AI) (P)
SIRE: LV MARBLEHEAD 69 (IMP US) (P)
DAM: KENROL MISS PJ 2405 (AI) (H)

449

Oak Mr Copperhead 131/3 (AI) (S)
SIRE: LV MARBLEHEAD 69 (IMP US) (P)
DAM: OAK STROKE N POLLY (IVF) (P)

450

Oak Lady Brideshead 130/3 (AI) (P)
SIRE: LV MARBLEHEAD 69 (IMP US) (P)
DAM: OAK STROKE N POLLY (IVF) (P)

451

One of the high quality female progeny of LV Marblehead 69 (P)

SELLING AT RBWS
LOTS 449 - 451
With 885 bulls to choose from, knowing which one to pick is going to be a challenging task for prospective buyers at the 2015 Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale.

On offer at CQLX Gracemere on October 5, 6, and 7 are some of the best genetics from 187 of the country’s leading Brahman studs.

Buyers can choose with confidence, knowing that all bulls have been ACV breeding soundness evaluated and have scrotal circumference and semen quality above Cattle Vets standards.

This is Australia’s biggest and best value Brahman sale with 53 percent of the lots last year selling from an affordable $2500 to $5000. Overall, 728 bulls sold at the 2014 event for $6487 average with the top price of $64,000 paid for Ferry Dale Barocca, the only bull offered by Ernie and Margaret Mollenhagen, Ferry Dale, Mount Perry.

This year’s catalogue has again assembled young sires to suit all stud and commercial requirements, the lineup including 256 polled and scurred bulls.

Selling kicks off at 8am each day, with 321 grey bulls going under the hammer on Monday October 5. Tuesday’s offering comprises grey bulls from Lots 322 to 501, followed by red bulls from Lots 502 to 630. The final day is an all red affair, presenting Lots 631 to 885.

A Vendor’s Choice Preview, happy hour barbecue and charity semen auction will be held at the saleyards on Sunday, October 4, from 4pm.

For those who can’t make it in person, all the sale action will be live streamed at www.brahman.com.au, with the live streaming sponsored by Gracemere Hotel. There will also be regular sale updates posted at www.facebook.com/rockhamptonbrahmanweeksale

As always, generous freight rebates are available for long distance buyers purchasing five or more bulls. Buyers travelling more than 500km will receive a $50/head rebate, with a $100/hd rebate for bulls travelling to the Northern Territory and Western Australia.

The annual sale is supported by major sponsor Rocky Repro and other sponsors Allflex and Performance Feeds. The selling agents are Elders, Landmark, GDL and SBB.

The sale catalogue can be viewed online at www.brahman.com.au or contact the Australian Brahman Breeders Association for a printed copy.

GOOD MIX FROM BATANDRA

There’s something for everyone in the 12-head RBWS draft of coastal bred Brahmans from Barry and Bev Hannam’s Batandra stud, Milman.

The couple has been selling bulls at Brahman Week for 37 years and will offer a mix of reds and greys in 2015.
MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
SELLING 3 BULLS DAY 1 OF BRAHMAN WEEK

CROP PREPARED

MEANWHILE...

BANDIT (H)
S: Eureka Creek Mardi Gras (AI) (H)
D: Sabbah Miss 192 (H)
DOB: 03.08.2012

BENSON (H)
S: Eureka Creek Mardi Gras (AI) (H)
D: Tangalooma Norma Jean (H)
DOB: 05.08.2012

INTRODUCING...

BEAUMONT PARK BRAHMANS
Jeremy & Angela Hanson
Mobile: 0428 588 990 • Email: beaumontparkbrahmans@gmail.com

RED GARRA BRAHMANS
SELLING RBWS DAY 2 LOTS 607-609

LOT 607
RED GARRA ROUGE LEADER (AI) (H)
Sire: Mr JS Rouge 493/5 Red Neck (IMP US) (ET) (H)

LOT 608
RED GARRA REBEL LINC (P)
Sire: Mt Callian Lincoln 250/10 (P)

NEVILLE & LYN FORMAN
100 Wawoom Road, Bundaberg Q 4670 • Phone: 07 4159 3602 • Mobile: 0404 473 538 • Email: lynforman1@dodo.com.au
First into the ring are Batandra’s two greys which sell on day one as Lots 262 and 263. Both are by the solid sire Eureka Creek Midas, who goes back to JDH Mr Manso 449/1 (imp).

The Hannams said Lot 263, Batandra Andrea, had “good volume, bone and a very placid nature.”

The stud’s draft of 10 reds sell on day three as Lots 638 to 643 and Lots 687 to 690. They feature eight polled bulls including two with pink noses.

The couple’s draft pick is Lot 638 Batandra Columbus 4338 who is an upstanding clean polled son of Billabong CP Columbus. His pedigree goes back to Mr 3H X Ray, with Kangarin, Palmvale, Tartrus and Long Acres polled breeding on his dam’s side.

Another new bloodline on offer from Batandra is that of Edenglassie Magnum, who is a grandson of Tartrus Redmount. Magnum’s polled red son, Batandra Mr Magnum, enters the ring as Lot 689.

Lot 640, Batandra Durason, is by homebred sire Batandra Duracell and can boast seven generations of polled breeding.

Other sires represented are Alinta KA Red Kestrel (by Kandoona Redwing) and J Net Monte Christo, by the highly regarded KP Monty.

The Hannams have had a successful year with their cattle, with their red cows and calves claiming second place in their class at the Brahman Commercial Female Show and Sale at CQLX in April.

For more information visit www.batandra.com.au

**CLEETHORPES TO DEBUT AT BRAHMAN WEEK WITH THREE REDS**

First time Brahman Week vendors the Rule family are excited to be presenting three red bulls from their Cleethorpes stud at Marlborough.

Scott, Racheal and Michael Rule have catalogued Lots 582 to 584 and the well bred bulls are sure to attract buyer interest. Leading the draft is Lot 582 Cleethorpes Warrior, a growthy son of Mr JH 2000.com 10/10. His dam, FBC Miss Roven 298/1, is an IVF daughter of $60,000 NCC Rabbi. “Several visitors have commented on Warrior’s extraordinary muscling, in particular his rump and over his backbone,” Racheal Rule said.

Warrior is a Vendor’s Choice bull, as is his stablemate Cleethorpes Ranger who sells as Lot 583. Both are described as having great conformation, heavy bone and a gentle temperament.

Ranger is by FBC Colosso 235/1 (imp ET), a full South African bull by Masbra Mas 03 30, and is out of the polled NCC Rabbi daughter FBC Miss Red Ruby 223/1.

Their third entry, Cleethorpes Nick, is by the same sire and boasts a +13 EBV for carcase weight. His dam, FBC Miss Anne Dakota Manso 142/1 is also by NCC Rabbi and her breeding goes back to Arrow J Millionaire 300 (imp).

The stud made its debut at the Big Country Sale in Charters Towers in January, and will also be selling bulls at the Gold City Sale in October.

For more details go to www.facebook.com/pages/Cleethorpes-Red-Brahmans

**POLLED PLAN PAYING OFF AT CLUKAN**

A five year plan to introduce more polled genetics into their Clukan stud is paying off for Jambin studmasters Steve and Theresa Taylor.

The couple is offering six greys at Brahman Week including two polled bulls.

Theresa Taylor, Clukan, Jambin checks the progress of her all grey sale team destined for Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale. The stud is excited to be offering two polled bulls in their six-head draft.
YEARS OF BREEDING EXPERIENCE & SUCCESS IN THE BRAHMAN INDUSTRY
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Look out for our promising future sale teams
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Theresa Taylor said the move towards polled breeding was prompted by buyer demand, and they were thrilled with the stud’s progress since the arrival of their first polled calves in 2010.

“A lot of repeat buyers, especially in the west and the north, want polled cattle because of the time factor in dehorning as well as having more inexperienced labour as workers are drawn to the mines,” Mrs Taylor said.

Clukan’s first foray into polled sires was using semen from US bull JME Mr Esto 28, then they were one of the first to secure imported semen from NC Mr Elmer 17. Elmer is the sire of polled bull Clukan Reload who was the second top priced grey bull at the Big Country Sale in February, selling to NVS stud for $26,000. A month later, Elmer’s polled daughter, Clukan Lily 1244, topped the Rocky All Stars Elite Female Sale, going for $12,000 to the Male family’s Somerset Park and Energy studs.

Mrs Taylor said they were thrilled with the progeny of their latest polled sire Starbra Torpedo Manso, who is by JDH Mr Boswick Manso (imp) and goes back to the polled cow Brahrock Tux Dancing Lady 990.

“He is packed full of pedigree with plenty of Hudgins and V8 polled bloodlines and is the sire of both our polled Brahman Week bulls,” she said.

Leading the draft is Lot 457 Clukan Checkmate, a young polled bull with “tremendous weight for age, great length, bone and carcase qualities”.

He weighs in at 918kg at 23 months of age and will be offered with 50 straws of high quality semen.

Their second polled bull, Lot 458 Clukan Whisky, is from the polled cow Clukan Charity. She is the dam of $26,000 Clukan Reload and her full brother sold at Brahman Week in 2012 for $26,000, going to Elosee stud.

Clukan’s other four RBWS lots are by leading sires PBF Wentworth Manso, Clukan T Trademark and Tartus Aristotle Manso.

Mrs Taylor said one third of their herd was now polled and it was a very rewarding experience to see the quality of the polled cattle coming through.

For more stud information visit www.clukan.com.au

NEW GENETICS IN LARGE OFFERING FROM FBC

The first sons of JDH Hawk Manso 666/5 (imp) and FBC Trampas Manso feature in the 27 head Brahman Week draft from FBC stud, Craigleigh, Wowan.

Tony and Joanne Fenech, Will and Tracy Fenech and Chris Fenech have assembled an impressive lineup of greys including one polled bull.

They sell as Lots 277 to 279 and Lots 387 to 410 and there are bulls to suit both elite stud breeding and commercial purposes.

Their sole polled entry, Lot 390 FBC Wellsy Manso 744/1, is by JDH Echo Manso (imp) and from a top donor cow FBC Miss Jean Manso 305/1 who is by JME Mr Esto 28 (imp).

The stud is excited to be offering the first son of FBC Trampas Manso, FBC Hugo Manso 797/1, who is catalogued as Lot 405. Trampas Manso is by the highly regarded sire FBC D Mr Arnie Manso who has performed well for the stud.

Tony Fenech said they were very impressed by Trampas Manso, who has been consistently stamping his calves with quality beef attributes.

Another standout lot is Lot 389 FBC Turbo Manso 665/1 who is a well grown son of FBC D Ringo Manso 978D.

Mr Fenech said five “big, growthy and upstanding” sons of JDH Hawk Manso 666/5 (imp) were also looking good. One of these sons, Lot 393 FBC Hawkeye Manso 690/1, has been lightly used in the stud and his progeny are being eagerly awaited by the Fenechs.

The Central Queensland stud has also catalogued four sons of FBC D Mr Arnie
Lot 17 Nixon (Poll)

Lot 46 Norton (Poll)

Lot 18 Neptune (Poll)

Lot 62 Pierce

Enquiries and inspections welcome anytime
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Lot 18 Neptune (Poll)
Buyers can select with confidence at Brahman Week

Manso. The sire has been extremely popular with Brahman Week buyers in previous years, with his offspring topping the sale at $72,000 in 2013 and selling for up to $32,000 in 2014.

Brahman Week bidders also have the chance to purchase sons of JDH Cutler De Manso, FBC D Charles De Manso, FBC W Jerome De Manso, JDH Lincoln De Manso 818 (imp), FBC Jordan Manso and FBC D Eton Manso.

Mr Fenech said several notable dam lines also featured in their 2015 lineup, including FBC D Miss Jess De Manso 892 DF, who has four sons on offer, and FBC D Miss Jess De Manso 545DF, with three sons.

For more details about the stud visit the website: www.fbcattle.com.au

A PAIR OF POLLED REDS FROM GARTHOWEN

Two polled red bulls from the Kinbacher family's Garthowen stud will go under the hammer on day three of the Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale.

The Biggenden-based stud has catalogued two sons of Palmvale Excel, both from clean polled dams, as Lots 761 and 762.

First into the ring is 22-month-old Garthowen Zues, a young bull that already displays a "sirey" outlook.

“Zues stands on great bone, with plenty of thickness through his hindquarter and has a strong polled head,” Ross Kinbacher said.

His dam, Reldarah Carnation, is by the popular sire Roseborough L Red Monte.

Lot 762, Garthowen Napoleon, is out of well-performed cow Reldarah Miss Janeta. She is the dam of $19,000 Garthowen Warrior and has one daughter and a weaner bull calf retained in the stud.

Garthowen stud has been selling at Brahman Week for five years and is excited about the arrival of its first calves by Yoman 2125 who was purchased for $12,000 in 2014.

Latest happenings from the stud can be viewed on their Facebook page: www.facebook.com/GarthowenBrahmans

QUALITY GREY GENETICS FROM GLENGARRY

Geoff and Scott Angel have catalogued 26 registered grey bulls for Brahman Week from their Glengarry, Glengarry G and Glengarry S stud prefixes.

The Kunwarara based stud has been selling at RBWS for 26 years with successes including a $47,500 sale in 2007, the highest grey average of $15,281 in 2008 and an average of $9200 for 15 bulls last year.

The Glengarry G bulls are first into the ring on day one, selling as Lots 81 to 86. The Glengarry S draft enters at Lots 177 to 180, with the Glengarry bulls catalogued from Lots 476 to 482.

Scott Angel said one of his draft picks was Lot 470 Glengarry Mr Hollywood, a Glengarry Cracker Jack son with a +57 EBV for 600-day growth.

“He has real sire potential and is a white, loose skinned beef machine,” Mr Angel said.

“With his great head, skin type, bone, correctness and temperament he is the full package.”

Polled buyers should consider Lot 474 Glengarry Power Pak, a heavy boned well-fleshed son of homebred polled sire Glengarry D-Max 1822. Power Pak’s dam, Be Os Brny Manso 165, is a full Manso-bred cow by JDH Bryan Manso (imp).

Lot 178 Glengarry S Sundown is also worth inspection, being by Glengarry G Super Locke 140 and out of a quality MCL daughter of $20,000 Lyndhurst Berwick.
Tips for Successful Semen Collection

There are many things to take into consideration after deciding to semen collect your bull. ROCKY REPRO has found that the following approach, in the months leading up to collection, is extremely important and will leave your bull in good stead to achieving the best results possible.

First and foremost it is necessary that the bull is old enough, he must have reached sexual maturity, the easiest way to determine this is to have your vet semen test him and have a morphological assessment completed. It may appear as though he is keen and ready to work; however the proof is in the pudding, so to speak.

Secondly, it is important for the bull to be in good health. Worm and tick prevention and routine vaccinations should all be up-to-date, particularly 3-Day fever. Bulls affected by 3-Day could be infertile for several months despite apparent good health. Diet and nutrition play an active role in fertility; ROCKY REPRO has found bulls that are overfed on a high grain diet can often have disappointing semen quality and when ‘let down’ over a couple months they progressively improve.

A long, slow, ‘cool’ sale preparation is better for semen quality. Accordingly, healthy bulls coming straight off grass and in forward store condition usually have good quality semen, suitable for processing. If in dry grass with no available green feed, an ADE vitamin injection is of benefit.

Preparation for collection should also take into account the bull’s activity leading up to collection. Where possible, it is beneficial to have had the bull actively serving cows no earlier than 5-7 days before the first collection date. Inactive bulls will often hold old and deteriorated, ‘rusty’ semen, which is unlikely to have acceptable grades for motility and morphology.

When deciding the best time to send your bull away it should be noted that semen quality is often better in cooler months as semen is highly susceptible to heat stress, however some bulls will handle hot conditions and stress better than others. Finally, if collecting for export, quarantine periods need to be factored in, which for some countries can be as many as 60 days pre collection and 45 days post collection.

The majority of export enquiry at ROCKY REPRO is for semen that is ready to ship. Overseas buyers often lack the time and resources to travel and source bulls and then run the risk of them not producing viable semen.

Please contact ROCKY REPRO or visit the website for further details about their morphology, custom semen collection and marketing services. 😊

are you ready for the 2016 world brahman congress?

HAVE YOU SAFEGUARDED YOUR GENETICS?
DO YOU HAVE SEMEN IN THE TANK?

✓ The only centre in QLD accredited to collect for Colombia, a growing Brahman export market.
✓ 12 extra accredited bull paddocks.
✓ Regular shipments to South America, USA, Africa & Pacific Islands.
✓ Professional & reliable export service.
✓ Export & domestic collection, processing & storage.

ROCKY REPRO
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RBWS bidders also have the chance to purchase the first sons of $30,000 Carinya Rigby, who is by the Beef Australia 2009 grand champion bull Carinya Riddle and out of the Beef Australia 2006 grand champion female.

Also on offer will be the first bulls by import JDH Sir Jerry Manso, as well as sons of proven sires Glengarry Powerhouse and Dreamboy 161.

In dam lines of note, the mother of Lot 472, Glengarry Gatsby, is a full sister to the 2014 ABBA Dam of the Year Glengarry Laureen 1726. The dam of Lot 477 Glengarry Slingshot is also a top performer, producing the 2013 ABBA Sire of the Year Glengarry Sub Zero.

Mr Angel said Glengarry had experienced a successful year in the show ring, exhibiting 10 head at Beef Australia 2015 and coming home with nine ribbons including the reserve senior female championship for Glengarry Whitney 2340.

All of the stud’s sale bulls have EBVs, eye muscle area scans and daily weight gain information. For more stud information visit www.glengarrybrahmans.com.au

LAST MONTE SON FROM RELDARAH AND JNH
The Titmarsh family will be offering their last son of the very successful sire Roseborough L Red Monte at Brahman Week.

Justin and Hayley Titmarsh will present three bulls from their JNH stud and seven from their Reldarah prefix, selling as Lots 666 to 675 on day three.

All are by polled red sires including Reldarah Kash, Bentley and Emperor, as well as Mt Callan Hot Shot and Roseborough L Red Monte.

Mt Callan Hot Shot is the sire of their draft pick, JNH Heinzie, described as being “a bull with grunt.” His dam, JNH Karamel, is a polled daughter of Reldarah Kash.

Another standout is the polled bull Reldarah Marcus who is by Reldarah Emperor.

Hayley Titmarsh said their young daughter Skye had been invaluable in helping get the bulls ready for sale, despite suffering a recent horse riding accident.

“Skye is a little gem within our cattle studs and has an inbuilt genuine passion for the cattle.

“She pretty well knows every animal on the property and all of their associated progeny, and her photographic memory has become invaluable,” Mrs Titmarsh said.

STRONG POLLED PRESENCE IN MT CALLAN DRAFT
A maternal brother to $32,500 Mt Callan Jed and $20,000 Mt Callan Leon will go under the hammer at Brahman Week, catalogued by Noel and Manny Sorley’s Mt Callan stud, Dalby.

The southern Queensland Brahman breeders are offering 20 red bulls including 14 polled future sires and three tested as 98 percent PP genotype.

They go under the hammer as Lots 865 to 884 on day three and will have broad appeal to stud buyers, with bulls to suit all budgets.

Leading the draft into the ring is Lot 865 Mt Callan Oliver. His dam Mt Callan 164/03...
SELLING 3 PINK NOSED POLLED BULLS
RBWS WEDNESDAY lots 676 - 678

Lot 676 WANDARRI COMMANDER 5701 (P)
Sire: Lancefield D Crawford 4167/D (AI) (ET) (P) • Dam: Wandarri Miss 2953/22 (H)

Lot 677 WANDARRI COLUMBUS 5702 (P)
Sire: Lancefield D Crawford 4167/D (AI) (ET) (P) • Dam: Wandarri Miss 3424/28 (H)

Lot 678 WANDARRI CEASER 5800 (P)
Sire: Lancefield D Crawford 4167/D (AI) (ET) (P) • Dam: Wandarri Miss 3428/93 (H)

Contact: Mick & Desley Delroy - Ph/Fax 07 4995 1178 • M: 0428 951 178 • Email: mdelroy6@bigpond.com
Greg Delroy (Cattle) M: 0409 745 045 • Neal Delroy (Zeolite) M: 0447 363 063

www.wandarri.com.au

Zeolite - Dehorning Powder
Feed Additive - Water Filtration
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has produced 100 percent polled calves and is the mother of the aforementioned Mt Callan Jed and Leon. Oliver’s sire, Samari Plains Ned, was the top priced bull at Roma Tropical Breeds Sale in 2011, and has half a dozen sons in the draft.

Also on offer are three progeny of Lancefield D Nixon, whose five sons averaged $8000 at last year’s Brahman Week Sale, peaking at $18,000.

Kandoona Sidelong, whose 11 sons have sold to $32,000 and averaged more than $11,000 at Brahman Week, is also represented.

Other interesting bloodlines include bulls by NCC Valet, Tartrus Marshall and the homebred sire Mount Callan Sideburn.

The Sorleys are one of Brahman Week’s original vendors and their cattle have performed well over the years including a best sale of $55,000 in 2007.

A TRIO OF REDS FROM WALLTON DOWNS

Polled red show bull Walton Downs Cougar headlines the three head Brahman Week draft from Bon Wall’s Walton Downs stud, Clermont.

The stud is offering two registered bulls and one herd bull, which will go under the hammer late on day three as Lots 853 to 855.

Lot 853, Walton Downs Cougar, is by Muan A Indus and out of a Letoken Red Ringer cow. He was shown at Beef Australia 2015 and also at Sydney Show, where he attracted interest.

Bon Wall said the stud had been breeding red cattle for many years and was currently reducing female numbers due to ongoing dry seasons.

“We have a selection of first calf heifers and in-calf heifers for sale and visitors are welcome to inspect our females and also our stud and herd bulls,” Mr Wall said.

Walton Downs is also presenting a draft of six red bulls at the Gold City Brahman Sale in Charters Towers.

For more details contact Mr Wall on 4985 6168 or email walltondowns@bigpond.com.

STRONG GREY DRAFT FROM YENDA

Ron and Daphne Kirk will present a draft of 25 grey bulls on day one of the Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale.

The lineup from their long established Yenda stud at Gayndah sells from Lots 207 to 231 and includes three polled bulls.

Ron Kirk said his draft pick was Lot 216, Yenda Sultan, who is a polled son of JDH Prophet Manso (imp), out of the Yenda Impact granddaughter Yenda Miss 592/0.

“He is an extremely well fleshed and well muscled young polled sire,” Mr Kirk said.

The two other polled bulls on offer are two year olds by PBF Tarcoon Manso and PBF Bremer Manso.

Home-bred sires Yenda Nelson and Yenda 446/5 will also have progeny at Brahman Week.

Mr Kirk said buyers had the chance to purchase descendants of some of the Central Burnett stud’s best dam lines.

Lot 218 Yenda Avatar and Lot 228 Yenda Blaise both go back to Yenda Miss Jacinda 176/9 who was the grand champion cow at the 2002 World Brahman Congress.
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Calmer conditions returning to Indonesian cattle trade

After a stormy few months, calmer conditions now appear to be returning to the Australia-Indonesian cattle trade.

The Australian Indonesian Red Meat Partnership, which includes Government representatives from both countries, has announced $12 million in investments focused on promoting sustainable commercial scale beef cattle breeding in Indonesia (more detail on this below).

Importers and exporters have also been told that permits for 300,000 cattle will be issued for the fourth quarter, which runs from October to December. Only when the permits are formally issued can this figure be formally confirmed, but that is the expected volume as articulated by the Indonesian Government to the trade in recent weeks.

Two feedlots near Jakarta which were seized and sealed by Indonesian police two weeks ago, amid Indonesian Government claims of “hoarding” by feedlot owners, have also been cleared of any wrongdoing, Indonesian media has reported in the last 24 hours. News outlets have reported that investigators found there was no legal basis to seal the feedlots.

The office of Agriculture minister Barnaby Joyce has told Beef Central the minister will also travel to Indonesia in the near future to meet with his ministerial counterparts, which will be his first visit to the country as agriculture minister.

“Minister Joyce plans to travel to Indonesia to meet with local counterparts on a range of bi-lateral agricultural issues in the near future. Arrangements for this travel are underway, and this is the Minister's highest priority for international travel” a spokesperson for the minister said.

More detail has been provided on the $12 million investment recently approved at the third meeting of the Indonesia-Australia Partnership on Food Security in the Red Meat and Cattle Sector in Sydney on August 21.

The breakdown of the funding will be as follows:

Promoting sustainable commercial scale beef cattle breeding in Indonesia - $8 million
- The three-year, $8 million program aims to pilot a range of different breeding partnership models and investment opportunities with private sector partners to assess commercially sustainable approaches that can be up-scaled to facilitate investment, innovation and expansion of the beef cattle breeding industry in Indonesia.

Skills Development Programme – expansion and continuation - $4 million
- Delivery of Skills Development short courses for Animal Husbandry and Cattle Production; Meat Production, Processing and Supply Chain Management; and Policy Development for Livestock Production and Supply Chains, as well as expanding the programme to include a separate course for senior Indonesian Government officials.

Standard Operating Procedures in Indonesian Abattoirs - $175,000
- The project will develop and translate practical hygiene standards for hygienic production of meat in Indonesia (on plant). The program aims to assist selected (by volunteer) slaughterhouses to act as ‘champions’ of the industry by developing on-plant SOP’s and working towards industry best practice. The programme will work with the alumni of the skills development programmes short course on ‘processing’. The outcomes of this activity in the long term will assist the Indonesian meat industry to work towards export readiness.

Meanwhile the Indonesian media has also reported that the State procurement agency Bulog expects to start issuing import permits for the 50,000 slaughter-ready cattle, announced on August 11 as a measure to improve supply, from this week.

Bulog commercial director Fadzri Sentosa has stated the the permits have now been processed and will sent out over the next four months.

“We’re focusing on cattle for slaughter because our task is to immediately get it to enter the markets,” he told AAP, saying that should be in about two to three weeks.

Bulog has also told Indonesian media it will import 10,000 tonnes of frozen beef from New Zealand in coming weeks as part of efforts to bring beef prices down to below Rp 100,000 a kilogram.

“Agriculture Minister Amran Sulaiman has instructed us to import frozen beef so we are processing the permits now,” said Bulog’s procurement director Wahyu, who goes by one name, as reported by the Jakarta Globe.

“In principal, the government wants beef to be available and its prices affordable,” Wahyu said. He said Bulog had chosen New Zealand over Australia for the frozen beef import as beef prices in New Zealand are not rising as fast as in Australia.

The government has asked Bulog to import 50,000 head of cattle in order to stabilize domestic beef prices, which had been rising by 10 percent since the beginning of the year. Wahyu said the first batch of the imported beef, comprising up to 9,000 head of cattle, would arrive in Indonesia in early September.

The Jakarta Globe also reported that the government is also planning to import an additional 300,000 head of cattle by the end of this year, to bring down prices further.

“We hope the price of beef will be below Rp 100,000 a kilogram,” Wahyu said, adding that the government is planning to impose a ceiling price for the commodity.

Joni Liano, the executive director of the Indonesia Beef Producers and Feedlot Association (Apfindo), said the sector was ready to support government policies to bring down beef prices.

Joni said he also hoped the government will simplify the beef supply chain, which has contributed to high prices.
ENQUIRIES TO MARGARETTA MORGAN
P: 4628 1 181   M: 0427 151 704   F: 4628 1 145
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ABBA BRAHMAN GRAPHICS

WALUBIAL LAMAHAAM 404/3 (H)  SIRE - WHITAKER REDMOUNT (IVF) (P)
R B W S  LOT  5 0 5

WALUBIAL WOMBAT 476/3 (H)  SIRE - WHITAKER REDMOUNT (IVF) (P)
R B W S  LOT  5 0 6

WALUBIAL ADAM 510/3 (P)  SIRE - NCC ADMIRAL (AI) (ET) (D)
R B W S  LOT  5 0 7

WALUBIAL RACCOON 485/3 (P)  SIRE - WALUBIAL DAKOTA 365/3 (IVF) (P)
R B W S  LOT  5 0 8

WALUBIAL FRICKIE 478/3 (H)  SIRE - WALUBIAL DAKOTA 365/3 (IVF) (P)
R O M A  L O T  1 7 1

WALUBIAL KENNEDY 503/3 (P)  SIRE - KENROL MR HJ RAY 0366 (AI) (ET) (S)
R O M A  L O T  1 7 0
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Reproduction tops the genetic shopping list

by Meat & Livestock Australia

When Queensland cattle producer Russell Lethbridge talks breeding objectives, he is absolutely clear about what he wants.

With knowledge fashioned from hard experience and an open mind, Russell has embraced genetics to create a highly fertile, early maturing Brahman herd whose progeny appeal to a broad range of markets.

And his approach is surprisingly simple – select for reproduction and the rest will follow.

“I breed to produce a marketable animal, one that is fleshy and early maturing, will put muscle on bones at any time after 12 months and will lay down fat before it’s three years old,” Russell said.

To achieve this he places selection pressure on his females, only buys bulls with BREEDPLAN breeding values for ‘Days to Calving’ and whose dams are proven reproductive performers.

“The reliability of the mother is very important. If she’s had nine calves in 10 years, it’s her genetics I want,” Russell said.

“When selecting bulls I think too many people are obsessed with growth traits and don’t pay enough attention to fertility indicators such as moderate frame size, days to calving, calving ease and scrotal circumference.

“Our most progressive move was finding a seedstock producer who had the same commercial trait objectives as us – clearly, making the demands on our females was only improving us so far.”

NO ROOM FOR FREELOADERS

All females are pregnancy tested each year after a four-month, controlled mating period and all empties are sold.

Heifers, on the other hand, face their biggest fertility challenge first up – a 10-week joining. However, most don’t disappoint. This year 92.5% conceived, compared to 40-50% 15 years ago.

“Where it really pays off is with the first calvers,” Russell said.

“This year we had 75% re-join successfully on no rain and in very challenging conditions.”

This approach means the entire herd of about 3,000 breeders is young, with about a third of the annual calf drop out of maiden heifers.

However, recent benchmarking has shown these young heifers hold their own, with the herd operating at 20% above the district average for reproduction efficiency.

ADDED BONUSES

While Russell doesn’t chase growth traits when buying bulls but has found, during the past 20 years, that selection for reproduction capacity has made his cows heavier (220-240kg carcase weight).

He believes improved female reproduction also translates to improved adaption to the environment with their breeder mortality rate at less than 2%.

Bull temperament is also a major consideration with Russell and Donna’s three children, Clayton (pictured), 23, Kate, 22, and Georgia, 20, all involved in the day-to-day running of the business.

However, for the Lethbridge family, genetics is only part of the equation for success, with the rest being good management.

IN THE PADDOCK

Intensive phosphorus supplementation during the wet, annual vibrio vaccinations for bulls and maintaining adequate pasture protein for growing cattle, all contribute to the herd’s profitability.

The location of the Lethbridge’s two properties also means their enterprise is spoilt for choice for market destinations.

About 65% of the steers (averaging 480kg) are sold to the 100-day Japanese feeder market, while the remainder are grain-fed for slaughter as milk and two-teeth with some grading MSA. Cull heifers head to feedlots for the supermarket trade while cull cows end up as US ground beef.

“We have been using hormone growth promotants (HGPs) as they reduce our turn-off times by 60 days, which allows us to rest pastures and that is really valuable to us,” Russell said.

“But there is a 5¢/kg penalty on HGPs and some markets are closed to us.”

Keen to spread their risk, the Lethbridge family plans to gain Pasturefed Cattle Assurance System (PCAS) accreditation for ‘Rainmore’.

“We’ll take one step at a time,” Russell said.

“We’ve used Rumensin (an antibiotic excluded under PCAS) for years during weaning to prevent coccidiosis so we will progress this slowly to ensure any premiums aren’t outweighed by extra cost or poor animal welfare outcomes.”
WELCOMING OUR FIRST BRAHMAN SIRE

JDH KARU MANSO 800 (IMP US) +
S: Jomanda Kingston (AI) (H)
D: Yenda Dynamic 170/0 (AI) (ET) (H)

YENDA DYNAMIC 170/0 (AI) (ET) (H)
D: Yenda Miss 572/4 (H)

YENDA MISS 263/9 (H)

ABBA
BRAHMAN GRAPHICS

SELLING RBWS
DAY THREE

MALABAR STERLING (P)
S: MR 3H X-RAY 825 (IMP US) (ET) +
D: MALABAR SKYE (AI) (P)
Upstanding polled sire, tidy sheath and legs. Ready to go to work with a great temperament.

MALABAR MADISON (P)
S: MALABAR SHAMUS (AI) (P)
D: MALABAR MATILDA (AI) (P)
Pink nosed, polled sire with plenty of breed appeal. Stands on good bone and has a good temperament.

MALABAR JACOB (P)
S: MALABAR ALEXANDER (IVF) (P)
D: MALABAR BRAVO JASMINE (IVF) (H)
Strong polled sire with tidy sheath and legs and good temperament.

TIM AND ALISON KRAUSE 0413 823 695
Export anticipation builds at China cattle conference

An Australian cattle exporter says the formal approval of the new Australia-China slaughter cattle trade protocol has created significant trade energy and discussion at a major cattle industry conference in China.

Hamish Browning, managing director of Frontier International Agri, was one of several Australian cattle exporters who attended the 10th annual China National Cattle Industry Development Conference in the ancient city of Guyuan in the Ningxia province from August 11-13.

The conference is one of the Chinese cattle industry’s major annual events, and attracted more than 600 Chinese delegates including local beef and dairy farmers, lot feeders, processors, cattle importers and industry experts.

One seminar held during the conference was dedicated to Australia’s cattle industry, where Austrade’s Chinese based trade commissioner Jeff Turner and business development manager Chuck Yang delivered presentations on China-Australian trade relations and how the China Australia Free Trade Agreement will affect the cattle industry.

They were joined by MLA and Australian cattle experts, discussing future demand for Aussie beef, the just approved feeder and slaughter cattle protocols, as well as agricultural investment.

“The Chinese industry experts and farmers were very interested in how Australian beef feedlot experience can be applied in China,” Mr Turner told Beef Central.

“Many of the delegates had attended Beef Australia in Rockhampton in May this year, and reported several commercial deals covering chilled and frozen beef, live cattle and cattle technology and services. One major announcement is the JV between Wellard and Fulida, for beef and live cattle.”

The approval of the slaughter cattle protocol between Australia and China was announced during the event, and Mr Turner said live feeder and slaughter cattle exports from Australia to China are expected to commence in September.

Mr Browning said the announcement “certainly created a lot of energy” among the delegates and discussion between exporters and importers.

“There was a broad cross section of cattle breeders, feedlots and processors of all size, including importers who have participated strongly in the breeding market to date, and are now eyeing off the slaughter market opportunity,” Mr Browning said.

While the energy was high and the market prospects look strong, Mr Browning said there was still some uncertainty as to how the protocol will be interpreted at the Chinese end.

For example, it is understood that China has included restrictions in its Standard Operating Procedures to importers that will only allow imported cattle to penetrate 100km inland from Chinese ports before they have to be fed and slaughtered.

The trade is still seeking clarification on this requirement, but, if true, it would potentially rule out a significant amount of current cattle industry infrastructure owned by importers within China and possibly prevent them from being able to receive Australian cattle.

Another important unresolved issue is how China will define the active and inactive Bluetongue Virus (BTV) zones within China itself. That detail has significant implications for the trade from northern Australia in particular. Cattle exported from the northern Australia BTV zone to Southern China must undergo 60 days in pre-export quarantine before export, while exports from northern Australia to northern China only face a 7-day pre-export quarantine requirement. Therefore where the line is drawn that determines the location of the northern and southern BTV zones in China will have a big bearing on the commercial viability of exports from the north.

Industry sources have told Beef Central that they believe China will set their BTV zones according to meteorological data based on frost prevalence, but at present exporters are engaged in technical discussions in a bid to better understand what is required to comply with the protocol.

Mr Browning said he believed the trade will open up predominantly with cattle from southern Australia, comprising HGP-free British and British Euro cross steers and heifers in the 450-550kg slaughter weight range.

However, he said that for China to receive the volumes of cattle it has indicated it needs, exports from northern Australia will be needed as well.

“For the trade to be sustainable sooner or later it will need to migrate to exports from the north,” Mr Browning explained.

“I think it will open up in the south, but if the Chinese want sustained significant numbers, which we believe they do, then we will need to have a clearer understanding of how the protocol is going to apply to the north in practical terms.”

The volumes China imports under the new slaughter protocol will ultimately come down to whether Chinese importers can afford to pay more than other markets for the cattle they require.
Selling RBWS Day 3
Lots 853 to 855

LOT 853
WALLTON DOWNS
Cougar
566/1 (P)
S: MUAN A INDUS (AI) (P)

LOT 854
WALLTON DOWNS
585/1 (H)
S: BUNGOONA BON FIRE (H)
GOOD TEMPERAMENT
EASY DOING
FUNCTIONAL

Bon Wall • Peak View Clermont Q 4721
(Approx 48kms north of Clermont on the Mackay Rd)
P 07 4985 6168 • F 07 4985 6102
walltondowns@bigpond.com
China is a longer shipping distance from Australia than the large markets in South East Asia where Australian live exporters have existing strong relationships with feeder and slaughter cattle importers, and its protocol is also stricter than the markets of SE Asia.

These factors add support to the consensus that China is likely to start with small volumes of cattle and potentially grow over time, rather than starting with explosive growth from the outset.

Beef Central understands that one importer has been issued an import permit to deliver the first consignment of slaughter cattle from Australia to China via air-freight to signify the opening of the trade, but import permits for larger sea-freight consignments are yet to be issued.

Export anticipation builds at China cattle conference

As President of the Australian Brahman Breeders Assoc. I would like to personally invite you to the 18th World Brahman Congress.

Brahman cattle have revolutionised the northern Australian cattle industry they have opened up opportunities in very harsh environments and market opportunities both domestically and internationally.

Their ability to cope with low nutritional feed, heat and the ability to travel long distances have made them the breed of choice in northern Australia. Fifty percent of the national cattle herd are Brahman infused and seventy percent north of the Tropic of Capricorn.

The 2016 World Congress will see the Australian Brahman Breeders Assoc celebrate the achievement of the Brahman in Australia to date and also the exciting future the Brahman breed has to offer both domestically and globally.

There will be extensive trade displays, technical conference, commercial cattle show and a stud cattle show. There will also be a camp-drafting display Australia’s own sport displaying the skills of the Australian stockman.

There will also be a working dog display, and a lot of modern and exciting technology for the future.

I personally invite everyone on behalf of the members of the Australian Brahman Breeders Assoc. to join us for the World Brahman Congress 16th to the 21st of May and I look forward to seeing you there.

Yours faithfully,
Shane Bishop

Shane Bishop
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JARVARNIE KENNY

769

DAM: JARVARNIE GEORGIA (H)

JARVARNIE KOSTA

768

DAM: JARVARNIE CASSIE 224 (P)

JARVARNIE KELSO

770

DAM: JARVARNIE FEBBY 128 (H)

DAM: JARVARNIE LIPPY 099 (H)
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RHYS & SHAE COLLINS
TAEMAS STATION
CHARTERS TOWERS
QLD 4820
P 07 4787 6096
M 0439 857 429
E TAEMAS1@BIGPOND.COM

JARVARNIE KENDALL

771
Lot 6 Laguna Zephyr Zip (S)
Sire: MOGUL ZEPHYR MANSO (P)
Dam: LAGUNA ROSEMONT 105 (AI) (P)

- BREEDING SOUNDNESS & SEMEN EVALUATED
- PRE SALE INSPECTED
- PRE TREATED FOR TICK CLEARANCE AFTER SALE

Attractive freight rebates for buyers of 5 bulls or more travelling
Over 300kms - $55
*To NT - $82.50
*incl GST

online sale catalogue available at www.brahman.com.au

Lot 27 Cleethorpes Wentworth (P)
Sire: FBC COLOSSO 235/1 (IMP ET) (AI) (ET) (H)
Dam: FBC MS ANNE RED MANSO 138/1 (P)
Lot 49 Yantee Creek Bross 8/14
Sire: TURALBA BROSS (H)
Dam: YANTEE CREEK MISS MAGNITUDE 1023 (H)

Lot 23 Reedybrook B Hargrove 2 (P)
Sire: DELORAE PETRO 497 (P)
Dam: REEDYBROOK B FROST (P)

Lot 50 Yantee Creek Bross 15/14 (P)
Sire: TURALBA BROSS (H)
Dam: YANTEE CREEK MISS BUCKEROO 11/11 (P)
Good news this issue with EU-accredited Brahman steers setting a saleyard record by hitting the 300c/kg mark at Emerald in late July.

Generally speaking saleyard prices have been on the rise, fuelled by a range of factors including fewer slaughter cattle, a weaker Australian dollar and increasing demand for export beef.

On the live export front, MLA reports that live cattle exports were at record levels for the 2014-15 financial year. The 1.38 million head shipped was a 22 percent increase on the previous financial year.

The value of live exports was also up, by 29 percent, the trade being worth $1.4 billion in 2014-15. MLA says the average price during the period was 235c/kg, with lightweight feeder steers ex Darwin selling for up to 275c/kg earlier this year.

Again, Indonesia took the lion’s share of cattle, receiving more than 746,000 head, their intake up by 20 percent.

In other good news for the industry, grain fed beef exports were up 15% (to 250,954 tonnes swt) compared to the previous financial year. Japan is the major importer, accounting for 57 percent, following by South Korea and the EU. In fact, shipments of grain fed beef during the June quarter were the highest on record, with close to 66,000 tonnes swt exported over the three months.

Consequently, the feedlot sector has been busy this year with lifted cattle numbers at near record levels. According to the Australian Lot Feeders Association (ALFA) there were 956,927 cattle on feed during the June quarter 2015, with national feedlot capacity utilisation sitting at 82 percent. The ongoing dry conditions in Queensland have been one of the contributing factors to the large numbers of cattle on feed.

ALFA president Don Mackay said prices were “robust” during the June quarter.

“Saleyard feeder steer (330-400kg lwt, C2) prices averaged 262 cents during the quarter (up 37 percent year-on-year), while the eastern states domestic paddock feeder steer indicator (280-350kg lwt) averaged 255 cents over the three months (up 31 percent year-on-year),” Mr Mackay said.

A round-up of prices for stores and prime cattle during the past three months follows.

**NORTH QLD**

**CHARTERS TOWERS**

A line of 221 Brahman bullocks from Floravale sold well at the August 5 Combined Agents’ Sale which yarled 2040 head. They peaked at 243c/kg to make $1157/hd.

In the store section a pen of 32 336kg steers from the Callcott family, Charters Towers, went for 238c/kg or $801. Brahman heifers offered by D. Moyses, Woodstock sold for 218c/kg or $624/hd.

At the July 29 sale a grey Brahman cow topped the prime category, going for just over 237c/kg to realise $1470. The 620kg cow was offered by Norcal Partnership, Virginia Park, Mingela.

In the store section a line of 98 No.3 Brahman heifers peaked at 207c/kg or $720/hd. The line averaged 334kg and $671.

Prime Brahman bullocks topped the market at 251c/kg on July 22. The 556kg bullocks realised $1396/hd for vendors Turley Cattle Co, Charters Towers. The same vendors also sold the top pen of cows which went for 230c/kg or $1232/hd.

**CENTRAL QLD**

**GRACEMERE**

Buyers at the August 22 sale were keen to secure a run of 485kg bullocks presented by Burdekin Downs, Charters Towers. They averaged 276c/kg and $1336/hd.

Prices were strong for the 3536 head offered on August 7. Brahman feeder stores from Paul Hinchliffe, Wowan were knocked down for 277c/kg, weighing in at 452kg to realise $1252. Johnson Pastoral, Gavial offered 580kg cows which made $1451 at 251c/kg.

There was solid competition for quality lines at the July 31 yarding of 3555 head. There was strong competition for the 728 head presented at the July 31 yarding of 3555 head. There was strong competition for the 728 head presented at the July 31 yarding of 3555 head. There was strong competition for the 728 head presented at the July 31 yarding of 3555 head. There was strong competition for the 728 head presented at the July 31 yarding of 3555 head. There was solid competition for quality lines at the July 22 yarding of 3555 head. Melrose Grazing, Morinosh offered 242kg weaner steers which returned $687/hd at 284c/kg. Jim Rogerson, Yaamba sold 10 Brahman cows and calves for $1170/unit.

On July 24 Kevin Rebetzke, Ogmore offered 293 weaner steers which tipped the scales at 250kg. They were snapped up for 276c/kg to return $693/hd. Cattle Camp, Nebo presented 230 No. 3 and No. 4 Brahman heifers. They sold for $672/hd, weighing 305kg and being knocked down for 220c/kg.

A highlight of the July 10 sale was a line of feeder steers offered by Pat Moran, Clarke Creek. The 449kg Brahman steers went for 263c/kg or $1183. Lestree Downs, Clermont received 258c/kg for their 440kg feeder steers which returned a total of $1138/hd. Alistair and Pam Davison, Lumeah, Middlemount offered grey Brahman heifers which returned $780/hd at 233c/kg.

**EMERALD**

Brahmans set a 300c/kg price record at the combined store and prime sale on July 30, which presented 4600 head. The 201kg EU-accredited weaner steers realised $604/hd and were offered by David McLean and family, Texas, Jericho.

Ian Robertson, Struan, Comet was another happy vendor, receiving 270c/kg or $1393/hd for his No.3 steers.

Buyers were active at the July 23 sale, showing a strong interest in heavier types. The Harvey family, Butha received 257c/kg for their 522kg Brahman bullocks which returned $1342. The Sullivan family, Capella offered 533kg cows which went for 226c/kg or $712/hd.

**BLACKALL**

Prices jumped by up to 20c/kg at the July 30 Blackall weaner and store sale. The event yarded 4200 head and the offering included 356kg Brahman heifers from the Alford family, Rainsby, Arahmac. The heifers sold for 200c/kg or $713/hd.

**SOUTH QLD**

**BIGGENDEN**

At Burnett Livestock and Realty’s prime and store sale on August 10 Gary Jones, Coalstoun Lakes received 266c/kg or $1523/hd for his prime Brahman bullocks.

**MONTO**

There was strong competition for the 728 head yarded at the fortnightly prime and store sale on August 5. The Younger family, Rainsby, Arahmac. The heifers sold for 200c/kg or $713/hd.

A record sale average of 239c/kg across the board was recorded at the July 22 Monto Cattle and Country sale which...
“GLENGARRY G” SELLING MONDAY LOTS 81-86
“GLENGARRY S” SELLING MONDAY LOTS 177-180
“GLENGARRY” SELLING TUESDAY LOTS 467-471

Glengarry S
Sundown
S: Glengarry G Super Locke Manso 140

Lot 178

Glengarry
Mr Hollywood
S: Glengarry Cracker Jack

Lot 470

SELLING 26 BULLS

Inspections Welcome

www.glengarrybrahmans.com.au
Scott Angel: (07) 4937 3541 - 0417 742 504  Geoff Angel: (07) 4937 3553
cleared 985 head. K. and T. Gilvear received 258c/kg or $1433/hd for their 555kg Brahman steers. Their trade heifers went for 250c/kg or $1013, and their cows were knocked down for 239c/kg to return $1310.

S. and H. Mossman, Ubobo offered 479kg cows which made $1 100 at 229c/kg. Darren and Jason Wyatte presented 381kg Brahman heifers which went for $957 at 251c/kg.

At the July 8 sale prices were described as “firm to strong”. The Younger family received $960/hd for their grey Brahman heifers.

ROMA

Glenara Pastoral Co trucked in 458kg Brahman heifers to go under the hammer at the July 30 prime sale. They made 241c/kg or $1 105/hd.

Prices were firm for the 1316 head offered on July 23. Elaine Pampling trucked in 651kg Brahman steers from Derbyshire Downs, Augathella. They sold for 270c/kg or a healthy $1759/hd.

At the prime sale on July 9 the Bell family, Alcurah Creek, Roma received 239c/kg or $1166 for their 487kg heifers. Brahman cows from Argyle Pastoral Co, Rutchillo, McKinlay were knocked down for 226c/kg, weighing in at 479kg to return $1084. A week later Argyle Pastoral Co offered 466kg Brahman cows through Roma, the females going for 230c/kg or $1072/hd.

Dual focus for new Climate Champ

by Meat & Livestock Australia

Location: ‘Ametdale’ 20km south of St Lawrence; ‘Melaleuca’ in the Marlborough area

Enterprise: Beef cattle breeding (‘Ametdale’) and fattening (‘Melaleuca’)

Producer: Ian MacGibbon

Soil type: ‘Ametdale’ – coastal, forest flats rising to ranges; ‘Melaleuca’ – flood-out country on the Connors River with Brigalow soils

Pasture type: ‘Ametdale’ – predominantly native, with some improved pasture; ‘Melaleuca’ – predominantly Buffel grass

Ian MacGibbon recently joined the MLA-supported Climate Champion program with a view to learn as much as he can while “not reinventing the wheel”.

The former Rabobank Queensland manager, who moved to full time cattle production in 2007, hopes his participation will help give grassroots’ producers more say in where climate research dollars are invested.

“I’m not born and bred in the industry and I’m not keen on reinventing the wheel,” Ian said.

“In banking I used to see some people doing extremely well with resilient pastures and making the most out of limited rainfall, and then I’d see others with the same opportunities not doing as well and their country suffering.

“I believe we have to figure out best practice for managing the country so we not only get the animal performance box ticked, but also achieve resilience of the country.

“The problem with focusing on animal production only is that it could lead to a future decline in productivity. We need to work with nature, not against it, and find the right land management balance to maximise results.

“Once we’ve done that the information has to be presented in a way that people will be willing to adopt it.”

Ian has yet to delve into all of the climate decision-support tools available on the Climate Kelpie website but is looking forward to learning more about them.

“At the moment I watch the SOI (Southern Oscillation Index) and use the seven-day forecast and El Nino outlook to try and assess our chances of getting a reasonable start to the wet season,” he said.

“Last season started out very well with an early break and was good up to February, but it’s drying out very quickly now. We missed out on late storms in April/May so we have grass but its nutritional value is declining quickly.

“Our response is to wean early so we have mainly dry cattle going through the winter. We’ll take the nutritional stress off the breeders and get ready for a supplementary feeding program coming out of winter.”

He applied for the program after hearing about the experience of fellow Central Queensland producer Colin Dunne, a Climate Champion from 2010 to 2013.

The Managing Climate Variability Climate Champion program aims to help farmers manage climate risk by:

• giving farmers the best climate tools, products, practices and seasonal outlooks, and an understanding of how they might use that in their farm business

• giving climate researchers a chance to interact with farmers and get feedback about what regions and industries need from research.
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The chance to investigate and then potentially address reproductive issues and unexplained losses that had dogged Jim and Sarah Viner’s cattle operation was too good to miss when the CashCow research project came along.

For Jim Viner, the decision about whether to take part in MLA’s research project on reproduction performance and profitability in northern Australia was a no brainer.

“There were a lot of things we’d come to accept such as calf losses and poor fertility in some of our cows,” Jim said.

“We have trouble with wild dogs and paralysis ticks so we put losing up to 15% of our calves, between pregnancy testing and branding, down to a bit of everything.

“It was just too overwhelming to address it on our own. We tried to manage around it but didn’t really know what we were managing for.

“CashCow opened our eyes and enabled us to focus on a few things.”

The Viners, who run up to 500 Brahman-Charolais cross cows on two properties just east and west of Gympie, joined the project in its trial year and participated for four years.

IN CONDITION

One of the key learnings for Jim was the importance of cow body condition score and the ripple effect it has on the entire operation.

“In hindsight we’ve learnt a lot and changed our management as a result,” he said.

“I now have a much better eye for body condition score. Before CashCow, I thought our cattle were okay but in fact they were doing it a bit tough. To address that issue we’ve dropped our numbers back and the timing of our weaning has become far more flexible.

“As soon as our cows are down to body condition score two to two-and-a-half we wean the calves and supplementary feed them if we have to.

“We find if we wean when cows are at two to two-and-a-half they pick up to three to three-and-a-half very quickly without having to spend lots of dollars.”

The Viners keep about 80% of their heifers for replacements and the steer portion is sold off their mothers at weaner sales to the restocker market.

“In good years some of them go into the vealer trade but generally we’re looking at 220–250kg steers turned off at 10 months of age,” Jim said.

Jim has also given away the idea of calving his heifers at two years of age.

“It was just too hard,” he said.

“We grow a lot of grass here but it’s often low in protein and, with the stress of being pregnant, we found our heifers’ growth was being compromised. They weren’t reaching their potential mature cow size. The smaller ones were only 220kg carcase weight.

“About 50% of our income is from cull cows so by leaving them an extra year we are achieving a 300kg carcase. We’re better off economically and we’re not pushing the cows.”

MOTHERS WITH MATURITY

The Viners also found that calving heifers as two-year-olds had a detrimental effect on their ability to get back in calf.

“Our heifers are our newest genetics and the females we want to keep.”

As part of the CashCow program, the Viner’s herd was tested for Pestivirus and Jim found this accounted for a considerable number of their losses between pregnancy testing and branding.

“We set up a plan to eradicate it from our herd and our losses at branding have reduced from 15 to 5% and we attribute most of that 5% to wild dogs,” he said.

“To address that we’re part of a neighbourhood baiting program, which seems to be helping, and we also carry out periodic trapping and shooting,” Jim said.

CashCow gave him the advice and tools to see the wood for the trees and he was keen to see a follow up program in the northern cattle industry.

“I would definitely support another program and I think it would be very interesting to see the benefits of some of those changes over time,” he said.

Don’t miss your opportunity to advertise in the 2016 cattleman’s DIARY

AUSTRALIAN BRAHMAN BREEDERS’ ASSOCIATION LIMITED

Call Liz on 07 4921 2506 or Email liz@brahman.com.au today!
AUSTRALIA’S Nº1 GREY BRAHMAN

Bull Sale!

HIGH FERTILITY • WEIGHT PERFORMANCE • COASTAL BRED
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Stud Sires & Herd Bulls
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Including approx. 30 POLL Bulls
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New Indonesian trade minister to import more cattle

Indonesia’s new trade minister has told media in Jakarta on August 18, he plans to issue cattle import permits for the remainder of 2015 for up to 300,000 cattle.

Thomas Trikasih Lembong was only sworn in as trade minister last week, replacing Rachmat Gobel, who had cut cattle import permits to just 50,000 head for the current quarter. Amid soaring prices, butcher’s strikes and a consumer backlash last week, the Indonesian Government announced a short-term measure to increase supply by issuing permits for a further 50,000 cattle.

However, Mr Rachmat lost his job in a cabinet reshuffle two days later, replaced by Mr Thomas, who told Indonesian media that one of his first jobs is to curb high beef prices.

He said the Government plans to issue licenses for between 200,000 and 300,000 cattle until the end of the year to put pressure on high meat prices.

He disclosed that he has also held discussions with Indonesia’s Minister of Agriculture Amran Sulaiman and that they are ready to “flush the market” with stock.

“For the rest of this year we may be able to import 200,000 to 300,000 head of cattle,” Mr Thomas said.

Reports suggest the cattle will be imported by the Indonesian Government’s Food Logistics Agency Bulog, which had been given responsibility to import the 50,000 cattle announced last week. No actual permits have yet been issued by Bulog from the reported increased allocation.

“We have coordinated with the Ministry of Agriculture in order to decide the steps to be taken to lower the price of beef,” the new Trade Minister told the media, in comments that have been reported by several Indonesian news outlets.

“We are ready for pouring the market.”

The Indonesian Government assigned blame for the beef shortage and soaring prices not on its decision to cut import permits but onto cattle importers.

President Joko Widodo and a number of high level Indonesian ministers told the Indonesian media that cattle importers were “hoarding” slaughter ready cattle in their feedlots, and suggested they were deliberately holding the cattle back in order to push prices up, create public unrest and force the Government to release more permits.

In response Indonesia’s Cattle Importers Association APFINDO spokesman Jono Liano said the shortage was caused because there was no supply, not because importers intentionally held the supply.

Many Indonesian feedlots are already operating at just 50pc capacity or less due to the reduced number of permits issued this year compared to last.

In the first three quarters of 2014 the Indonesian Government issued permits for a collective total of 613,000 cattle. For the first three quarters of this year it has issued permits for 398,000 cattle.

The Indonesian Government continues to point to feedlot owners as the cause of the severe shortage and soaring beef prices.

Indonesian police raided two feedlots near Jakarta, where 22,000 Australian cattle were on feed surrounded by many empty pens. The Indonesian police claimed that 4000 of the cattle they found were ready for slaughter and should have already been sold, and subsequently “sealed” both feedlots.

In announcing that more permits are to be released, the new Indonesian trade minister stated that the increase in cattle would make stock hoarders “think again”.

“We are ready to flush the market so that the piled-piled stock think twice. Because once we flush the market, prices will drop and (cause) quite heavy financial losses,” he said according to media reports.

Reports say Indonesian beef prices have risen to IDR 120,000-140,000 per kilogram – well above the Government’s target price level of IDR 90,000/kg – and that as a result wet market vendors say they selling only half the volume of beef they usually sell.

No detail has been provided as to whether the new permits will be for feeder or slaughter ready cattle.

Another Indonesian media outlet quoted the trade minister saying the Government was not very happy with the high price of beef and his job was to bring prices down.

“I’ve talked long enough yesterday with the Minister of Agriculture, I think he has a strategy for the development of this industry so that long-term very good. And of course, I was assigned to curb the market,” he said.
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New Indonesian trade minister to import more cattle

The Indonesian media have reported that under the Indonesian Trade Act, businesses that store basic commodities, including beef, in the event of shortages and price fluctuations can receive sentences which include imprisonment to a maximum of five years and/or a maximum fine of IDR 50 billion (AUD $98,000).

**BARNABY JOYCE WELCOMES ANNOUNCEMENT**

Agriculture minister Barnaby Joyce said the Australian Government welcomed the Indonesian trade minister’s his announcement.

“We know that this is vitally important to the people of Indonesia, vitally important to families in Jakarta.”

“We know that we must work in a partnership to keep protein affordable to them because that is almost the sacred connection, we supply the protein, they consume the protein, they make a dollar, we make a dollar and it’s a very strong working relationship that we should never ever put at risk.”

“What I think is very important is we end up with a longer term window to supply in to and we’ve said this publicly and we’ve said it privately so that we can plan properly, so people such as the Abbeys and people in North Queensland and people in the Kimberley can be part of the process of delivering to the requirements of Indonesia, as well as delivering to the requirements of Vietnam, to China, to the Middle East. And this goes to show you how close our economies are becoming, how we are getting a real return back to our nation by reason of the burgeoning middle class in these areas.”

**PM - WE ARE HERE TO SERVE THE INDONESIAN MARKET**

Prime Minister Tony Abbott said “We are here to serve the Indonesian market.”

“We are here to supply as many cattle as we can, provided it’s what Indonesia wants.”

“But Indonesia’s growing middle class has an increasing appetite for beef and the best place for Indonesia to get beef is Australia because our beef is very high quality and it’s readily available. Now, yes, there have been some hiccups in this particular trade, starting from the former Labor government’s catastrophic – absolutely catastrophic – decision to cancel the live cattle trade in panic at a TV programme. Thanks to the good work of Ministers Robb and Joyce, the trade is back on track and I am confident it will expand in the future.”

Processors, live exporters lock horns in Friday’s AuctionsPlus sale

Rare – perhaps unprecedented – direct auction competition between southern beef processors and northern live exporters was seen on AuctionsPlus on Friday, when a large line of Territory-bred Brahman steers was offered.

A single line of 432 Brahman steers offered by Justin and Sally Dyer from Hayfield Station, between Katherine and Tennant Creek, attracted bidding attention from three channels – processors, live exporters and restockers - with bids posted from Queensland, NSW, the Northern Territory and Western Australia.

Beef Central would suggest it may be the widest geographic ‘bidding footprint’ ever seen for commercial cattle being sold in Australia.

The steers made 19c/kg above their reserve price, fetching 277c/kg live, or $1346 on-property. For the record, the successful bidder, in the blue corner, was a live exporter.

The well-bred Brahman steers were 24-40 months of age, and weighed 420-630kg live, with an average estimated at assessment of 478kg, mostly fat score 3s. Most were four-tooth and six tooths, with age-brands from No 1s to No 3s.

Assessor Paul McCormick from Elders Katherine described the Hayfield steers as an extremely well-bred group, exhibiting all the best traits of the Brahman breed.

As Beef Central discussed in this recent article, growing slaughter cattle shortage has seen southern and eastern processors pushing further and further north in recent months, coming into direct market conflict recently with live exporters. At the same time the northern live export market has an elevated interest in heavier cattle at present, with more than 300,000 head of heavier stock shipped to Vietnam last financial year, and Indonesia recently announcing import permits for 50,000 heavier cattle, above the long-standing 350kg weight limit.
S: ABBOTSFORD RUBEN (AI) (ET) (P) - D: NIOKA HENRIETTA (P)

NIOKA MONTY (P)

NIOKA BRAHMANS

Tim, Vicki & Letitia Nicolle
“Rockley” Wariata NSW 2402
Tim: 0427 291 499
Letitia: 0427 358 450
Email: niokabr@bigpond.com

Specialising in promotion and advertising solutions for Brahman breeders....

- BROCHURES • WEB SITES • CORPORATE LOGOS • SHOW & SALE BANNERS
- SHOW CARDS • PHOTO CLEAN UPS • BUSINESS CARDS • PROPERTY SIGNS
- TRUCK SIGNAGE • SALE CATALOGUES

Contact LIZ at ABBA
P 07 4921 2506  E liz@brahman.com.au
CATEGORY 01 - BRAHMAN AERIAL PHOTO WINNERS

First Prize won by: Ainsleigh Lancaster
Title: “Holding the Mob”

Second Prize won by: Jaqueline Curley
Title: “Devoncourt”

Third Prize won by: Jaqueline Curley
Title: “Gipsy Yarding Up”
COMPETITION WINNERS

CATEGORY 02 - BRAHMAN MOB PHOTO WINNERS

First Prize won by: Jaqueline Curley
Title: “Gipsy River Crossing 2”

Second Prize won by: Reade & Jill Radel
Title: “Boss Drover”

Third Prize won by: Erin Curley
Title: “Gipsy Heifers River”
First Prize won by: 
Kirsty Curtis
Title: “A boy and his bull”

Second Prize won by: 
Jaqueline Curley
Title: “Gipsy Bulls Headon”

Third Prize won by: 
Lucy Kinbacher
Title: “A Womans Best Friend”
HIGHERLY
COMMENDED
ENTRIES

Category 01:
Ainsleigh Lancaster
Title: “A Cloud of Weaners”

Category 02:
Ainsleigh Lancaster
Title: “3500 Heifers Legune Station NT”

Category 02:
Ewan Rockemer
Title: “3500 Heifers Legune Station NT”

Category 02:
Ewan Rockemer
Title: “Graceful Ladies”

Category 02:
Ainsleigh Lancaster
Title: “Living the Dream”

Category 02:
Reade & Jill Radel
Title: “On the road”

Category 03:
Bronwyn Burnham
Title: “A Tender Touch on Dusk”

Category 03:
Ainsleigh Lancaster
Title: “Follow the Leader”

Category 03:
Dallas Daley
Title: “Bull wanting to be mates”

Category 02:
Jaqueline Curley
Title: “Gipsy Golden Girls”

First Prize won by:
Kirsty Curtis
Title: “A boy and his bull”

Second Prize won by:
Jaqueline Curley
Title: “Gipsy Bulls Headon”

Third Prize won by:
Lucy Kinbacher
Title: “A Womans Best Friend”
2015
SALES & EVENTS

NCC RED LEGACY SALE
12 September at Inverrio, Duaringa
McCaffrey’s • SBB

ROCKHAMPTON BRAHMAN WEEK SALE
5, 6 & 7 October at CQLX Gracemere
Elders • Landmark • GDL/SBB

ROMA TROPICAL BREEDS SALE
23 October at Roma Saleyards
Elders • Landmark • GDL

PBF INVITATION SPRING BULL SALE
24 October at “The Chase” Sarina
McCaffrey’s • Elders

LANCEFIELD INVITATIONAL BRAHMAN SALE
26 October at CQLX Gracemere
McCaffrey’s • Landmark

NCC BRAHMAN SALE
27 October at Inverrio, Duaringa
McCaffrey’s • QLD Rural

GOLD CITY BRAHMAN SALE
6 November at Charters Towers
Elders • Landmark

BEEF COUNTRY BRAHMAN BULL SALE
13 November at Nebo Undercover Arena
Elders • Landmark

TROPICAL NORTHERN BRAHMAN BULL SALE
20 November at Mareeba Saleyards
QLD Rural • Elders • Landmark

WILANGI INVITATION SALE
26 & 27 November at Charters Towers
McCaffrey’s • QLD Rural

Congratulations...

Bernard Schneider (of Firefly Brahman Stud) married Bronwyn Davis on the 8th August 2015, at All Saints Church Woollahra, Sydney.

BOOK EARLY
DON’T MISS OUT!

Bookings for DEC 2015
Brahman News close Friday, 6th November 2015. Advertising material due Friday, 13th November 2015.

Call Liz on 07 4921 2506 or email liz@brahman.com.au today!
Have you seen our great range of ABBA promotional products

ABBA CAP - Embroidered (Navy) $10.00

BRAHMAN USB FLASH DRIVE 8GB (Double sided red and grey) $12.00

ABBA HAT PIN $5.00

ABBA STUBBY COOLER $5.00

BRAHMAN FINE BONE CHINA MUG $10.00

NEW ADULTS POLO SHIRT Ultraviolet Protection Factor 15. Avail. Navy/Red Trim & Navy/White Trim (sizes S to 3XL) $35.00

ADULTS REVERSIBLE VEST Available in Black (sizes S to 4XL) $45.00

NEW KIDS POLO SHIRT Ultraviolet Protection Factor 15. Avail. in Red & Navy (sizes 2 to 8) $25.00

LADIES POLO SHIRT Avail. in Hot Pink & Jade (sizes S to 24) $30.00

Visit our website www.brahman.com.au to view our entire range of ABBA promotional products
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>COLOUR</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8244</td>
<td>Serviettes - Pack of 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8212</td>
<td>History Book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8213</td>
<td>Native &amp; Adaptive Cattle Book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8217</td>
<td>The Australian Brahman Book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8281</td>
<td>Book - The Drover</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$59.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8240</td>
<td>Book - Why Didn’t My Grandmother Get Fat... and Why Did I?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8252</td>
<td>Book - Should Meat be on the Menu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8249</td>
<td>Stickers - Set of Brahman Heads (Clear White, Silver, Black, Maroon or Red, White &amp; black)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8250</td>
<td>Stickers - Large Set of Brahman Heads (Clear or Maroon)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$22.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8251</td>
<td>Stickers - Round 8” Sticker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8260</td>
<td>Sticker - Large Gate or Truck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$27.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8253</td>
<td>Scarf - Large (Blue or Maroon)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8221</td>
<td>Belt Buckles - Small Pewter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8222</td>
<td>Belt Buckles - Large Pewter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$22.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8266</td>
<td>Kids Polo Shirt (Available in Green, Navy &amp; Red - Sizes 4 to 14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8272</td>
<td>Adult Polo Shirt (Available in Green, Navy &amp; Maroon - Sizes M to 5XL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8273</td>
<td>Ladies Polo Shirt (Available in Hot Pink &amp; Jade - Sizes 8 to 24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8235</td>
<td>Ties - Plain Tie Centred Logo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8236</td>
<td>Ties - Bulls Head Repeated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8257</td>
<td>Ties - Bull Repeated (Maroon or Navy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8275</td>
<td>ABBA Embroidered Cap (Navy with white trim &amp; maroon logo)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8238</td>
<td>Golf Umbrella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8278</td>
<td>Lanyard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8269</td>
<td>USB Brahman Bull Flash Drive (8G)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8278</td>
<td>Lanyard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8276</td>
<td>ABBA Stubby Cooler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8277</td>
<td>ABBA Brahman Temporary Tattoo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8208</td>
<td>Breeding Calculator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8201</td>
<td>Progeny &amp; Performance Cards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8202</td>
<td>Pedigree &amp; Produce Sheets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8203</td>
<td>Register of Renown Books</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8205</td>
<td>Show/Display Cards - NEW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8207</td>
<td>Christmas Cards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8218</td>
<td>Beef Cattle Book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8218</td>
<td>Beef Cattle Book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIALS AVAILABLE - PLEASE SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS**

**PAYMENT OPTIONS:**
- CHEQUE - Enclosed (goods delivered upon clearance of cheque)
- CREDIT CARD - Visa / Mastercard
- DIRECT DEBIT - Commonwealth Bank
  BSB No: 064-710  Account No: 10468783

**DELIVERY DETAILS**

Name: ____________________________  Member No: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________  Postcode: ____________________________
Phone: ____________________________  Mobile: ____________________________  Fax: ____________________________

Prices as of September 2015 - All prices are GST inclusive - Postage extra *Subject to weight of parcel - with large orders the postage will be calculated by weight.
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SERVICES & SUPPLIERS

WE HOLD ALL THE Aces

If you want to get the message to your market look no further than
REGISTER
CALL PAM LAWLEY
07 4759 3000 MOBILE 0427 311 905

ROLLING DESIGNS
CREATIVE THAT CONNECTS

Your specialist Graphic Designer for the Australian agricultural industry
Logos | Advertisements
Stud Sale Catalogues | Publications
Promotional Material
Sale, Trade Show & Property Signage
Mt: 0429 133 349 | E: info@rollingdesigns.com.au
www.rollingdesigns.com.au

HAVE YOUR WEB PAGE DESIGNED
BY BRAHMAN GRAPhICS

Brahman Graphics aims to provide custom developed webpages that are creative, clean, un-cluttered and logical websites. We use the latest HTML5 and CSS3 techniques to build websites that ensure fast performance and compatibility across all internet browsers and platforms such as mobile, tablet and tv.

Brahman Graphics can create your websites using content management systems (CMS) this allows you to manage your own website and has the capabilities to swiftly update your website in no time at all.

SERVICES INCLUDE

- Domain registration
- Website hosting
- Website design & development
- Content management systems (CMS)
- Search engine optimisation
- Ongoing website maintenance and support
- Email and Online Enquiry
- Online Sale Catalogue
- Photo Gallery
- Social media integration (Facebook, You Tube)

WE WILL DEVELOP A WEBSITE THAT...

- Is custom designed to suit your requirements
- Reflects your logo, brand and image
- Can be managed by you or sit back and let us take care for it
- Is easy to navigate and quick to load
- Is created to allow continual growth of your website
- Use the latest web development techniques (HTML5) (CSS3)
- Is correctly constructed ensuring fast performance and compatibility
- Will work across all media including mobile and tablet

Contact YARN at ABBA T 07 4921 2506 E jan@brahman.com.au
BREEDERS’ DIRECTORY

MCL & ORANA
Temperament and Type
Solid Breeding
without the Hype
BULLS, FEMALES, SEMEN & HAY AVAILABLE
Contact Craig McLennan
‘Fiveswys’ Googigen Q 4702
Ph 07 4996 5356 A/hrs 07 4996 5171
Mobile 0427 631 132
email: mclstud@activ8.net.au
or orana.brahmans@activ8.net.au

BT Brahmans
“Breeding & selling quality reds & greys”
Pollo & Horned
Col & Lisa Tink - Dubbo NSW - 0408 638 102
“Herd You Need A Hump”

BUNGOONA BRAHMANS
T7X
Brett & Jane Kinon & Family
Ph: 07 4983 5991
Facebook: Bungoona Brahman

Rodlyn RED BRAHMAN STUD
BRED FOR BEEF & DOCILITY
Contact
Rod & Lyn Sperling
Ph/Fax: 07 4663 1136

KARIBOE VALLEY
RED BRAHMANS
MARK & TARSH ALLEN
Thangool Q 4715 • p 07 4995 1208
karankevalley@activ8.net.au
www.kariboevalley.com.au

LITTLE CREEK BRAHMANS
Ian & Debbie Frampton
Widgee Q 4570
m 0429 826 718
p 5484 0008
littlecreekbrahmans@spiderweb.com.au

LUCKNOW BRAHMAN STUD
7CN
~ Quality Greys & Polls ~
Ken & Joan Newton
Ph 07 4626 1882 Fax 07 4626 1161
“Mona Vale” Injune Qld 4454

COlliana
BRAHMANS
Registering Brahman since 1975
Also Breeding quality pure
SOUTH DEVONS & SOUTH BRAHVMNS
in the Northern Tablelands of NSW
Bulls & Females of all breeds available
Special deals for young people
Colin & Helen Chevalley
249 Timbarra Rd, Tenterfield NSW 2372
Ph/Tax 02 6736 1986
Email: colinchavalley@bigpond.com

Glengarry Brahmans
“Breeding Quality - Not Quantity”
Scott Angel 07 4937 3541
0417 742 504
Geoff Angel 07 4937 3553
Email: scott.angel@bigpond.com
www.glengarrybrahmans.com.au

Savannah Brahman
Eskerico
Vic & Dianne Deigura
Lot 7, Kinchant Dam Road
North Ingal Q 4741
Ph: 07 4954 1047
Fax: 07 4954 1067

Michael & Christine Walz
Formerly FBC Walz Division
Ph: 07 4966 4324 • m: 0428 602 603
christodas_ways@bigpond.com

BEEF TYPE GREY BRAHMANS
BREEDERS’ DIRECTORY

Boogal Cattle Co

Economically Proven - Predictable, Fertile, Grass-Raised Genetics

TEX & BRONWYN BURNHAM
“Boogalopai” Eidsvold 4627 - Ph 07 4167 5163
For weekly news go to www.facebook.com/boogalcattle

www.boogalcattle.com.au

Palmvale

Bulls, Heifers & Sirens Always Available

Kearin & Bev Streeter
Mt Slopeaway, Marlborough QLD
Ph 07 4935 6070
www.palmvale.com.au

---

Omega Brahman

Franklin & Maria Sypher 07 4985 1335
Victor & Hayley Sypher 07 4985 1777

Omega S Brahman

Jason & Sherri Taylor 07 4985 1625

REDS & GREYS AVAILABLE

---

BREMER VALE BRAHMANS

CONTACT MIKE ON 0408 819 864
OR VISIT US ON THE WEB
WWW.BREMERVALE.COM.AU

---

Rosebank Brahman

Rosebank
PO Box 163, Monto Qld 4630
0417 042 946 - RR Ball
(07) 4166 2047 - GR Ball

GRAHAM & RODNEY BALL

---

DANARLA BRAHMANS

DAVID HARCH & FAMILY
737 Tinggoora-Charlestown Road
Wooringin Q 4608
p 07 4168 5005
danarla@bigpond.com

---

TURRAMURRA BRAHMAN STUD

THE SYMBOL ND. BRAND OF QUALITY RED BRAHMANS
Enquiries
NF & PAM Callaghan
“Rosevale” 924 Hills Road,
Mt Maria via Rosedale Q 4674
M 0427 514 670
M 0427 194 986
Email: p.callaghan08@gmail.com

---

TANGALOOMA BRAHMAN STUD

WE & LK DAHLHEIMER
Campbells Camp, Brigalow Q 4412
Ph/Fax (07) 4665 2195
Mobile 0429 634 561
D2 Stud #294 D2

---

RIUNA

RED BRAHMANS

Cattle with credentials
that are bred to breed

BEVAN GLASGOW
BUNDABERG
P 07 4157 7356
M 0428 182 591
E bevan.glasgow@bigpond.com

---

THIS SPACE
$55 per yr

---

SHAWNEE BRAHMANS

ANDREW HILL
“SOUTH MIDDLEBROOK”, NUNDELE 2340
PHONE (02) 6769 8251
MILL-IRON
BRAHMS

Pure Cherokee Bloodlines
Visitors Welcome
K.L. & P.M. DeLandelles
“Katandra”
Greycliff
via Biloela 4715

Phone: (07) 4995 3152

HAZELTON

Breeders of Red & Grey Brahms, Charbrays
Brett & Susan Kirk
Blackwood, Middleyment Q 4746
p 07 4983 7010 • m 0427 128 174
brett.kirk@bigpond.com

Ted & Grace Kirk
Hazelton, Gayndah Q 4625

Stuart Kirk
m 0448 185 569


MUAN RED BRAHMS

QJA

LEN & PETER GIBBS

“MUAN”
PO BOX 64, BIGGENDEN QLD 4621
P: 07 4127 1427 M: 0427 271 188
muano2@bigpond.com

WANDARRI

Breed for the future
on the strength of the past
Enquiries: Bruce Madin (07) 4091 3634
PO Box 957, Atherton Q 4883
nmadin@cyberwizards.com.au

NYLEETTA BRAHMS

YOMAN
BEEFY RED & GREY BRAHMS

Yoman Cattle Co
“Yoman” Moura QLD 4718

Stewart Nobbs
Mobile: 0438 363 154
Phone: 07 4996 3154

Tom Nobbs
Mobile: 0457 363 151

TBN

Email: yomanbrahms@bigpond.com

ROCKLEY BRAHMS

Brahman Breeders since 1951

Chris and Ashley Kirk
“ROCKLEY” Bajool QLD 4699
Ph. Ashley 0408 780 810
Chris 07 4934 6317
ashleykirk81@gmail.com
www.rockleybrahms.com.au

ALLEGRA
BRAZILIAN GYE STUD
Go for GY!
MORE MILK – MORE MEAT IN THE PADDOK

Leon Rogan
Mobile: 0424 141 355
Email: gye.fetish@gmail.com

CHUDLEY STUD

Specialising in Polled Red Brahman

Our Family brand since 1888
B.D. Schneider
Tipperary via Krambach NSW 2429
M: 0458 487 199
E: schneiderbernard3@gmail.com
TASER AND UBU HAVE DRAWN LATE ON DAY 3 OF BRAHMAN WEEK SALE

LOT 834
DOONSDIDE TASER (IVF) (P)  
Sire: Kenrol Mr HJ Ray 0366

LOT 835
DOONSDIDE UBU (IVF) (P)  
Sire: Kenrol Mr HJ Ray 0366

SELLING 3 OTHER POLLED RED BULLS ALSO BY KENROL MR HJ RAY 0366 (LOTS 836-838)
RBWS 2015
Selling Lots 193-198, 359-361 & 772

Ken & Wendy Cole    07 4933 1405    0429 131 966
www.kenrol.com.au

8 Grey & 1 Red Registered Bulls
2 Polled & 2 Scurred

Ken & Wendy Cole    07 4933 1405    0429 131 966
www.kenrol.com.au